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SOME APPLICATIONS OF SELECTED MENTAL HEALTH PROJECTS
AND COUNSELING RESEARCH TO THE TRAINING

OF A PASTORAL CLERGY
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John Gllllck,

s.J.

A Thesis submitted to the Faculty of the Graduate School
of Loyola University in Partial Fulfillment of
the Requirements for the Degree of

Master of Arts

January, 1969

VltA

The author was born at WaUasey. England. ln 1916• educated at

st.

l'rancls Xavier's college. Liverpool untll he was 18, and joined the

novtceshlp of the society of Jesus ln 1934.

After the normal course of

novitiate. humanities and philosophy. he read History at Oxford, graduating wlth a Flrst Class ln Honours ln 1944 and was awarded his M.A. ln

1949. After studying theology at Heythrop college and ordination, he
spent a year ln Garmany and then nine years as assistant master at
Beaumont College, teaching History and Religion and developing certain

ideas of the use of photography for religious illustration.

The years

1960 to 1962 were spent axperlmentlng with the development of a photo
journallst unit, which took hlm through much of southern. Central and

Eastern Africa and flowered in a series of catechettcal and mission productlons.

Late in 1962 he returned to Beaumont College as rteadmaster.

When it was amalgamated with stonyhurst college in a Province reorganiza-

tlon some five years later, he came to Loyola University to investigate
counseling in September, 1967, and this thesis is one result.
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CHAPTF;R I
INTRODUcrtoN

The Prtest of Vatican It
Thls study really springs from the reflections of the council
Fathers of the Second Vatican Council on the priesthood and Its role In the
modem world.

when they came to consider the meaning of the priesthood In

the light of the Church as the People of God, they by-passed numerous posslbl
controversial Issues and, instead, seem to have caught, crystallized, refined and developed the only partly conscious Insights and yearnings of our
day.

They went straight to the heart of the matter and sought to give an

answer to the question: what does ordination do to a man?
and function of the priesthood in the Churchf

What ls the nature

They set down their convte-

ttons in the Decree on the Ministry and Life of Pries.£! (Abbott, 1966, 532576), the heart of which Bl shop Gultdford Young (Abbott, 527) sunned up as

follows:
The pivotal principle on which the Council's teaching turns ls that
the priest ls a man drawn from the ranks of the People of God to be
made, In the very depths of hls being, like to Christ, the Priest
of mankind. He ls consecrated by a special seal of the Holy Spirit.
In virtue of this consecration, he acts in the person of Christ, and,
as a minister of Christ, the Head, he ls deputed to serve the People
of God. Through him Christ continues and fulfills that mission which
He received from the rather.
What the Councll makes clear ls that ordinatton does not just give
the priest a role to play at times, when he ls "on duty", like a doctor or
a lawyer, but changes him through and through into a priestly person.
l

It
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stresses the sealing of the Holy Spirit ln ordlnatlon that Identifies the
priest with Christ the Mediator and Pastor and enables and obliges him to
act ln His place in the world.

It is from what he ls••hls ldentlflcation

with Chrlst-•that his priestly functions flow.

It ls not surprising, then,

that it is this personal aspect of his task that ls stressed, especially ln
Chapter Il where his functions are spelled out in some detail.

Hls main task

ls to bring Christ to others, through the sacraments, through the word, ln

all its ramlflcations••teachin.g, preaching, instructing, advising, dlrecting, counseling etc.-·and through letting men meet Christ ln the priest
himself.

The picture that emerges ls of the priest not as an adlllinlstrator or

a bureaucrat or a businessman but as a Pastor--a Teacher, Sanctifier, Shepherd
who has developed not so much instltutlonal efflclency, but
those virtues which are deservedly esteemed ln human affairs, such
as goodness of heart, sincerity, strength and constancy of character,
zealous pursuit of justice, clvlllty• • • • (Abbott, 538).
Even when he acts as a leader or "ruler" he wtU tttreat all wt th outstanding
humanity, tn imitation of our Lord •••• educating men ln the attainment of
Christian maturity".

(.!!.!.!!,

544)

That richly expressive phrase: he should

be filled with 0 pastoral lovo", really swmaartzes the portrait that emerges
of the priest as a man warmly personal, interested, open, another Christ
dealing with people ln a human way, an instrullet\t ln God's hands, .,ervtng
those he rules and building them up into a community.

On a supematural

level, the Decree sees him as a man sensl tive to the presence of God ln indl·
vtduals and in communities in the world, and able to form such a relationship
with them that this dimension of their lives will be nourished and grow.
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Exactly the same stress is placed on this pastoral aspect of his
personall ty and his development as a priestly person, in the Decree on

Priestly

Fo~nation

(Abbott, 437-457).

All his training should have one end:

to ilel!J him to become a ''true shepherd of souls after th11 model of our Lord,
Jesus Christ";

there'.:ore every program of inst1"uction, whethe1· spiritual, !ntellectual
or dlscipltnary, should be joined with practical implementation and

directed toward the aforementioned pastoral goal.

-

(ibid., 432)

Mueh the same picture emerges from the various studies that have

appeared in recent

year~

on the nature and training of priests and rellglous.

A great deal in these uritings is inspired by react:lon fN1a tlle model of the

institutional or administrative type of priest many have knGWn and that has
been demanded by the exigencies of the Church as we have known it ln its
contemporary hlato:d cal develop1nent and setting.
cate that that era ls passing and the desire ls
more person-oriented priest.

the very cri ti clsms lndl·
~ldely

felt for a different,

there ls the same preoccupation In these

studies as there was among the council Fathers with the idea of a priest as a

war-inly-human, accepting, man, pastoral In his attltudas, open to interpersonal
relationships, leading others to Christ, not so much by organizing them on a
business model or catering for their needs wlth efficient but cold lmperson•
allty, as through individual contact and service to them as a coirununity to
whose needs he ls deeply sensitive.

The focus bas shifted from the Instltu•

tlon to the persons within it; from the security of conformity and order to
the risk of growing to fullness of belng••becomlng persons wlth all that
that involves; from the priest as a factotum, doing things for his flock, to
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the prlsst as a person, givh1g them himself.

there has been. a subtle change in the reaUz.atlon of what is implied
in the very word Pastor.

A Pastor ts one who feeds.

of fulfilling this responsibility.

there are different ways

There was a time when it was taken for

granted that the Pastor was an authoritarian figure, spending himself pro•
vlding the food and administering its distribution.

today we see him rather

as a person, individually giving what each one needs, even when what ls being
asked ls ln most cases, simply himself.
is of one who personally feeds his flock.

the picture of the modern Pastor
The "food" he ls being asked for

ls not so much neatly-packaged "solutions" to "problems", as understanding,

acceptance, reassurance, love that will bring him into the sharing of the
anxieties, the pains, the joys of others.

Thls ls why the Decree on the

Priestl7 Formation put so much stress on his training in personal, human

relationships.
There should be developed in the seminarians the abilities most appropriate for the promotion of dialogue with men, such as the capacity
to listen to other people and to open their hearts in a spirit of
charity to the various circumstances of human need. (Abbott, 455)
Even in the U turgy, something more personal ls desl red.

The

splendid, the ceremonious, the remote, the magnificent, the impersonality of
pageantry ls no tonger acceptable: he ls being asked to provide a more in•
timate

experle.~ce.

so, too, ln sermons, retreats, advice, direction: asprln

solutions appealing only to the intellect are no longer seen as adequate.

In•

stead, there is an assumed demand for sensitivity to the genuine problems of
existence.

When the Pastor gives food, he ts expected to give himself; and,

in himself, he will bring Christ.

It is this convlction of the need not merely to add practical courses
in pastoral theology but to concentrate on producing
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a genuinely prl estly

person" that lies at: the root of Karl Rahner's penetrating essay on "The
student of 'theology: 'the Problems of H1 s Training 'today". (Rabner, 1964).

'£he reality of what is involved is summed up vividly by two priest•psyehologists:

Human relationships are the warp and woof of priestly existence. The
priest is challenged through them ln a way no other group of professionals can understand. • • • The priest, along with the minister and the
rabbi, is a man exposed to an incredible spectrum of human suffering.
Unlike the psychiatrist or the psychologist, the priest cannot be
selective about the kinds of people he will see. Unlike many other
helping professions, the priesthood does not allow for neatly scheduled
appointments. The priest must answer every knock on his door, every
ring on his telephone; he ls committed to a loving response to all these
confused and confounded people. He may not be able to solve au their
problems, or heal all their spiritual and psychological "Wounds, but: he
must be a priest to them ln some way. He must try to tm.derstand• to
share, even for a few brief moments 9 the uorld of the casual passerby.
His vocation does not permit him to turn anyone away. The person
staring at him in hls doorway has a rlght to the priest's time and
person. The seeker of his help can never be perceived •• just another
drunk, or just another marriage case; there ls never "j\ts - : ·iother" of
anything for the prlest. He empties hlmself 1 when he has a pastoral
vision of his work, in a genuine effort to understand everyone as an
individual human person. There ls no challenge U ke it in any other
life. It ls in thls urgent lnvttation to comprehend the scarred and
suffering procession of human beings that come lnto his llfe that the
prlest finds the meaning of his own life. It ls ln this incarnation
in relationship to men that the priest is himself redeemed. When there
ls no healthy pastoral relationship there ls no growth for priest
or people. (P. F. D'Arcy & E. c. Kennedy, 1965 1 207-208)
Clearly, this pastoral dimension is not some extra skill or interest
or technique put on from the outside.

t t is a matter of John Smith

being himself, acting pastorally because he has become a genuinely pastoral
person.

The problem of training boils down to asklng how one can help a

priest already formed to become a more pastoral person; and how one can help
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those in training to develop thls sort of personality.
The whole question turns around the forming of relationships.

In

the case of the priest the pastoral relattonshlp ls of a peculiar kind.

He

has been ldentifled wtth Christ through the sealing of the Holy Spirit.

The

pastoral relationships he forms are between other people and one acting in
the name of Christ.
the relatlonshlp.

There ls a detlnlte spiritual and supernatural aspect to
But this does not in any way diminish the importance of

the very human qualities that 11• at the root of hls development.

Grace

builds on nature and unless a priest develops the fundamental qualities and
outlook that enable him to enter fully into human relationshlps 9 no a1110Unt
of supernatural means are really golng to give hlm pastoral competence.
has no right to trade on miracles.
through whom grace can work.

He

He has to flt himself to be an Instrument

Unless he ls capable of forming sound personal

relationships on a human level and 9 ln them, giving himself to others with
sincerity, genuineness, warmth and understanding he wlll remain tsolated 9
without pastoral influence.

Can he be helped to develop the capacity to

form such relattonshlps?
The Formation of Prlestlt Personalttles
we find ourselves ending with the same llne of thought lf we try to
examine what lt ls ln the training of a priest that produces a personality
that finds the making of human relationships difficult.
There have been a number of studies. mainly masters• theses and doctoral dlssertattons, many of them done at Loyola University, Chloago 9 that
throw light on the personality characteristics of seminarians and priests.
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there would seem to be a recognizable pattern behind the priestly personality,
that was either there in the candidate offering himself for the priesthood
or was developed in training.

Whatever the deficiencies found in those ln

tralnlng, there would seem to be a sound substratum of excellent quallttes
ln many of them.

Wauck (19S6), after testing 207 diocesan major seminarians,

found that the typical well-adjusted se11lnartan "may be described as being
superior ln intelligence, strongly interested in people and ldeas, tending
toward normal anxiety, but wtth good emotional control."

Later studies have

confirmed this picture of a basically sound set of young men.

Gorman, for

instance, (1961) studied the interests and adjustment of 188 hlgh school
seniors at the seminary and found that the profile of the entire group studiei
showed a better general adjustment than the male college group, and he drew
a picture of the seminarian as "more quiet, serious. orderly, rltualtstlc
and conforming. more reserved and less emotionally co1111itted."
Not all are as well-integrated as thi•• and lt ls possible that the
seminary training brings out some ot the latent weaknesses ln such young men.
Dunn (1965), for instance. found that some of those attracted to seminary
Ufe tended to be "perfectlontsttc, worrtso11e, lntroverted, socially inept,
and, in some cases, perhaps isolated and withdrawn," and Murtaugh (1964)
concluded from his follow-up study of the students Wauck had tested as
semlnarlans that "the confinement and the demand for excellence in the semi•
nary promoted meticulousness, conscientiousness and senslttvlty to emotional
involvement." On the whole, tests show that many semtnartans, compared wl th
their contemporaries, are tow ln social qualltles, anxious and unsure of
themselves, lacldng ln self-trust and self-acceptance and too dependent on
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the expectations of others.
thls emotional lmmaturlty, that seems to be a real danger in seminary
tratnlng, ts almost lnevltable tf students are brought up tn a state of de•
pendency, over-protected, over-secure, wtth tew opportunities for making
free, mature ehol ces and smothered by a blanket uni forml ty encouraging con•
formism.

The spirituality Inculcated ln the past, often bred a fear of

friendships, emotions and feelings and induced a soulless Impersonality and
aloofness and an lnablllty to relate openly, unselfconsciously and whole•
somety to others.

These are the defects common to the Inmates in the "total

Institution" that Goffman (1961) speaks of In ASYLUMS, where he spells out
the crlppllng effects that such an atmosphere Inevitably has on the growth
of the human personality.

In the seminarian there tend to be dangers coming,

too, from a certain lnsensltlvlty to the complexity ot human life, from a

tendency to approach thin.gs tn an academic "bookish" way, to "solve" human
questionings or fears by giving lntormatlon and neatly packaged intellectual
solutions, and to thlnk that those asking for help want to be talked at
rather than listened to.

As D'Arcy and Kennedy remark (1965, 129): "the

chief occupatlonat hazard for the seminarian ls to live by his mind alone,
to use only a portion of his personaU ty In his encounter wt th 1l fe."
~?hat

sturlles there are of the personallty of priests seem to suggest

that the personality traits that llllrked a man as a semlnartan wltl not be
much altered by his ordination or prl.estly surroundings.

Certainly Murtaugh

(1964) found that there was little change ln the personality traits of the
priests he tested, compared with the proftles they had given of themselves
some elght years before.

A recent atudy by Velilla (1967) shows priests as
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possessing the same mixture of good qualities and defects as the seminarian
of the other studles.

Their MMPI profiles revealed priests as:

interested ln people and Ideas, though with a distaste for research.
They are socially perceptive, sensltlve, eMotlonal, prone tQ worry,

wlth aesthetic Interests, aggressive and somewhat antagonlstlc toward
authority. It seems that repression and denial are their major
mechanisms In handling paychologtcal stresses.... It ts hypothesized
that the high scores of the priestly population on the l't-WI are due to
the investment of a great deal of emotion ln their wortc, together
wlth a lack of self•confldence and a sense of dlssatlsfactlon and
fallure. The correlations show the priest as sensitive, verbal, prone
to worry, easily upset, concerned over bodily functions in their
paaslve method of handling anxtety.
They reflect a number of •twork needs" ln being dominant, manl•
pulatlve. and inclined to take an ascendant role with others aa a
compensation, perhaps, for their shyness.
For the priest there is an added compltcatlon.
a private person, relating to others as an indlvldual.

He ls no

tong~r

just

He ls a public figure

as well as ls conscious that ln him the Church ls seen to speak and act; few
of hls actions are judged simply as hls private deeds or opinions or ldlo•
cyncrasles.
be

A certain role expectancy often makes It difficult for him to

simply himself.
Certainty, these personality traits have their strengths and weak-

nesses.

But, on the whole, thtty do not make lt easy tor him to form genuine,

•lncere, uncompttcated human relatlonshlp1, and lt ls understandable that a
priest should be tempted to take refuge from the agony of personal involve•
•nt ln thfl more impersonal servl ce of organt.zatlon, admlnlstratton and

ln•titutlonallsm.

It ls wasting time to blame the environment tn whteh

the priestly personality haa been •h•ped ln the past.

It ls more construe•

tlve to ask if those already trained can re-adjust the pattern of their
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personalt ties, become lllOre accepting of themselves, more secure, •re outgoing, more rt chly human, more warm.

tears of their own emotions

an~

Can

th~

'.'~

re-educated to lose their

reactions and to see the pastoral relation•

ship as at the heart of their priestly world

And can anyching be done to

build into the training of the future priest an environment and an outlook

that wtll see the development of the pastoral person as the end of the whole
training, and will not consider that adequate steps have been taken when
extra lectures have dealt with pastoral "problems .. and odd schemes have

been elaborated for occasional field trips for apostolic work in schools
or the inner cl ty.
The A\m of thh Enqutrx

This study springs from the conviction that the solution to this

problem ts a very human one.

The education of a priest ls defective, no

matter how much theology he ts taught, unless lt flowers ln human under•
standing and hu'l'lan quaUttes.

r .' ·-·

·'!

<Jrtd product ls not a more genuinely

human being, his course wilt have been a fatlure.

Thh ts a problem

o~

whtch he has no monopoly: it ts faced by everyone who seeks to fot"'fl 'f\elplng

relationships.

aere, clearly, psychology has mch to ot'tet".

It ls not

without stgntfteance that many of the most perceptive and convtnclng studies
on

relt~tous

years.

In

U fe and tralnlnJ;l{ have come fro>n prlest•p!!!yehologhts in recent

''l~d,

psychotherapists taae much the same proble"!l tn their

tratnin~

Here, too, the human relationship llP.S at t:he core of their effectlvan-ass.

Has eounseUng and ?sychot:herapy anything t:o Qffar

thAt

would help to pro•

duce priests uho are person-odented rather than thing.oriented and

,.,ho

are
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capable of forming effective helping relatlonshlps?
think in terms of replacing the priest
good

by

It makes nonsense to

the counselor; it makes very

sense to try to find how the person-centered approach to others ls

developed ln a counselor and if there ls any reason why the same attitudes

could not be developed ln a priest lf he vere to have some counseling
training as part of his priestly education.

Since both counseling and

psychotherapy have been developed on such a large scale ln America and as
so much thought and enquiry have centered on the end and means of training
tn recent years, especially in the cllent•centered school, this study seeks

to draw on Amert.can insights and experience in the field ot counseling to
help tn the fostering of pastoral attitudes among priests.
The interest of the writer ls largely in the tratnlng of clergy

in England.

there, eounsellng as known ln the

u.s.A.

training, except in the social services, la rare.
to be widely appreciated.

hardly exists, and

But the need ls begtnnlng

In 1965, courses ln COunsellng were begun ln

the Education Departments of Keele and Readlng Unlversl ties.
Exeter University followed suit.

In 1966,

swansea ls beginning a course ln 1969; and

that ls about all that ls available.

there ls a dearth of trained staff

to teach the subject, and these courses have relied heavily on Amert can
professors so far.

But a beginning has been made.

slmll•rly, the Churches,

especlaUy the Church of England, have become increasingly aware of the
possibilities opened up

by

pastoral counseling and mental health tratnlng

and are setting up a fairly wtde programme to train clergy ln these fields.
Among Cathollcs, courses have started In a modest way both at St. Edmund•s,
ware and at Heythrop College, but they are ln thelr Infancy and lt ls too
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soon to make a reaUstl c assessment.

Bu.t the field has hardly been touched

and so little ls known about eounsetlng that thts study was attempted In
the conviction that the American experience and debate on counseling, drawn

from a wlde range of practice and study, could shed light on the problem
of training the sort of pastorally-oriented clergy envisaged by the second
Vatican Council.

Two areas of modern developments and research are particularly rele•
vant and stimulating and are treated separately:
1.

Schemes for Mental Health Training of the clergy, in both America

and Great Britain.

These are sampled and some posslbllltles and lmplicatlons

discussed.

2.
it work.

The debate on the effectiveness of psychotherapy and what makes

Here, in recent years, a considerable volume of writing and a

solid body of empirical studies of sound design have opened up new prospects
and stimulated a reexamination both of what takes place in the counseling
relationship and of the way counselors should be trained.

this thesis seeks to examine some of the tllOre relevant parts of
this research, suggests some lmpllcatlons for the training of priests and
outlines some practical propositions for their adaptation to the training
of a pastoral clergy.

-----~,-------------------------~·"-·'--""'!

CHAPTER II
MENTAL HEALTH TRAINING PROJECTS FOR THE CLERGY

the frlghtenlng lncldence of mental disturbance among alt classes of modern
society had led to both concem and action.

The state haa come to the

realization that there are other resource persons available, both for
prevention and alleviation of mental distress, ln addltlon to professional
mental health experts.

A growing awareness of the slgnlficant role the

clergy can play ln thla area has led to state sponsorship of a number of
mental health tratnlng projects for clergy, to Increase and improve society's
resources for preserving mental health.
Responsible clergy, Interested tn the pastoral tratnlng of semtnarlans, have
tralnlng.

been

quick to appreciate the value of such mental health

They see lt as affording a practical approach to the development

of a pastoral outlook and competence in priests.

Various projects have

been undertaken on these lines, centering pastoral training on mental
health programs.

This ls one very practical approach to the problem of

daveloplng pastoral competence.

Three such programs are sampled hare.

The Loyol,• NatlOl'\,•l Instl tute of Mant,al Health
Seminary Project
Thls Project was launched wlth a grant from the NIMH tn 1956 wtth
the specific atm of revlawlng, ln the light of the behavioral sciences, the
13
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special rota of the mtnistter in the preservation of mental health Md the

prevention of mental illness and of assessing the effectiveness of seminary
progra.~s

tt was recognized

in training the clergy, as clergy, in this field.

that the sick and disturbed tend to turn to the clergy for help and advice,

particularly during the early stages of stress, and that lf they were competent in this field they (the clergy) could make a distinctive contribu·
t:ion to the '!lental health of the nation.

As

t~is

project was something of a trail•blazer, a great deal of

thought and research was devoted to basic clarlficattons.

Much work was done

pinpointing the role of the priest as priest ln the mental health field,

so as to counteract any tendency to produce amateur psychtatrlsts concen•
tratlng on emotional disturbances rather than spiritual guides handling
the spiritual and moral aspects of the problem.

Similarly•

concent~ation

on the problem of how to train mentally healthy priests led to a number of
fruitful subsidiary projects: a program of research into the use of psycho•

loglcal tests for the screening and selection of candidates for the priest•
hood and religious life; an assessment of the attitudes of

s•~inartans

and

clergy to psychiatry. psychoanalysis etc.; the investigation of the pecu•

llari ties of the priestly personality; the sort o.C pers1>nal problems semi•
narians encounter in the course of their training; the effect of counseling

training on priests.
All these research studies, listed in a most revealing article by
the Director of the Project (Herr. 1962), helped towa;.:is

.l

clarification

of the priest's role in mental health (this was spelled out in Rerr, Devlin
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and Kobler, 1960), of the type of training that would best t'l t him for this

role, and of a progra.'ll of training for seminarians.
The

progra.~

that was eventually hammered out (Herr, 1962) almed at

using the resources of the behavioral sciences first and foremost for a
constructive purpose: to help develop the seminarian himself into an emotionally mature priest whose understanding of himself and of human nature
would enable him to feel for others in distress, understand their dlffleul•
ties and use his religious resources to help them to sound mental health.
The essential need for familiarity wtth the phenomena of abnormal behavior,
both reUgious and "natural", was to be met by courses ln both these areas
later tn the seminarian •s education.

This knowledge would flt him to

recognize the signs of mental disturbance ln those who would come to htm,
realize his !nabllity to handle such cases. know how to make an appropriate
referral

an~

to give adequate support while such a person ls tn treatment

and to play his part in a mental health team of helping persons: priest,
psychlatrlst and physician.
It was

e~"Pected

that, as a result of such tralntng• a priest would

emerge, himself balanced, mature, self••cceptlng, interested ln fostering
the mental health of hts parishioners, senslttve to interpersonal relations

wt th them. std lled tn the art of counseltng and acceptant of the Umt ta.
tlons of his role.

In their brochure !:.•!lglon and Mental Health (1960)

the Project workers outUned tba way they thought such a "pastor of soulsn
would be helped to function more fully by thls training: he would develop
a deeper understanding of human behavior and improve his techniques ln
communtcatlng; he would know how to prepare people better for the more

J.6

fruitful reception of the sacraments; he would be better lnfoZ'!Ded socio•
logically ln his sponsorship of <»mmunity projects; he would have a richer
background to add more depth to his counseling; he would be a better resource
person for helping those in need of special advice or treatment to be

referred to a suitable source; he would have his own suspicions of the other
helping agents like psychiatrists broken down, and be led into closer
cooperation for the common good.
In brief, the Project workers were convinced that the priest has
something unique to offer those who are mentally alck or disturbed, and with
this training would be able to fulfill bls pastoral responsibilities with
greater competence, not only to the growing body of his flock who are 111,
but in the prevention of mental illness and the building up of sound per•
sonaUtles.
The program of training was devised on lnterdlsclpltnary lines,
with a soU d core of psychology at its base.

There vas to be a di stlnct

flavour about the preoccupations of the course in the two stages of the
seminarian's training.
In the early years in the seminary (ages 17-20) concentration was
to be on his own. healthy growth in self-understanding, self-awareness and
social relationships.

The maln means to achieve this would be a course

of study and directed readings in the dynamics of personality development,
and much effort was expended ln the production of a suitable text.
In the later seminary years, three courses were envisaged, this
time, concentrating more on abnormalpsychology: a course on abnormal rell·
glous phenomena (but emphasizing the efficacy of merely natural psychological
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laws and principles ln the elaboration. of a sound asceticism); a second
course on the dynamtes of abnormal behavior deviations (taught mainly by
the case-history method); and a practl cum experience, such as weekly vtsi ts

to a mental hospital, followed

by seminar discussions.

for each of these courses have been produced.

Again, text-books

It was hoped, too, to in•

corporate the resources of the Pastoral Counseling course that had been
offered at Loyola University to priests and others interested, under the
leadership of Fr. Charles A. CUrran •• but this element of the training
would not be possible for seminaries outside the range of such a center.
Clearly, this program can do nothing but good.
of the priest's role in mental health ls most salutary.

The clarlflcatton
The course ls well·

adapted to glve him the knowledge, psychological background and actual
case-contact necessary for fulfllllng his role.

this wilt increase not

only his competence but his self-confidence as ·:·rell.

Hh oun training will

have been more surely grounded on sound psychological principles, so that

hls own mental health should be sounder and the advlee he passes on the
others will be more formative.

At a time when the number of people

suffering from mental illness ls reaching alarming proportions, the priest
iaust

expect to have to deal wt th at least ht s share of such cases.

To know

what to do ln cases of crisis intervention; to have the experience to be
able to realize when a case involves pathology he cannot handle; to know
how to make a referral and then how to give support •• all thls ls almost
essential for a priest today, and will help him to be a better pastor.

As

a byproduct, he should be helped to growth ln personal maturity through the
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solid course in personaU ty development, wl th the Ught thls will throw
on himself and on the vagaries of human nature, and through the actual
experience of deallne with others in a pastoral relationship where he will
be under safe supervision until he finds his feet.
In this scheme, however, these personal advantages are, realty, only
byproducts.

It would be unfair to crltlclze the project for not achieving

what it never set out to do.
selors but to contribute

to

Its alm ls not to tratn therapists or counthe mental health of priests and to enable them

to make a real contribution to the mental health of their flocks.

From

the potnt of view of the lntant of this thesl&••the development of a pas•
toral personality ln prleats••such a project would have certain weaknesses.
First, al though t t can help the prt est to the development of pastoral
oompetence tdth one segment of the population in need of help, this

tratnin:~

will not necessarily have a deep effect on the core of hts personality and
his pastoral attitudes.

There ls a real danger that he will remain basi•

cally unchanged in his orientation, but will be provided wt.th a variety of
techniques and resources that can be exercised without any real caring or
personal self·glving.

It ls even possible that another role will be added

to that of the priest, extrinsic to lt--one, indeed, ln which, because of
the attraction of 1 ts practical nature and social involvement and of the
self-confidence he acquires through training, he mlght find himself taking
refuge from the difficulty of more general pastoral relations with whoever
knocks on his door.
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·rhen, too, especially for the seminarian, there are dangers and

limitations ln this type of training.

For some time now, tt has been appre•

elated by men like Karl Raimer (1964) and curran (1968) that priestly

training has

been

too abstract, too academic, too lnformatlon-centered,

not experiential enough.

Endless lectures have provided the student wlth

information about God and man; they have not taught him how to relate to
them as reaUttes.

He ts provided with the lnformatton that wllt enable him

to give capsule answers to "dlfflculties"; he ls not taught to empathize
with this person ln patn or anxiety or help him in his need.

The mental

health course, for all its virtues, would seem to run the same danger and
to r1 sk compounding the seminar! an' s problem.

It might well teach hlm more

answers in a new field: lt wtll not necessarily help him in the depths of
his personality, change hls orientation towards the sort of pastoral atti•
tudes outUned in the Introduction.

The project envisages his being trained

largely from the experience of others: might be not acquire pastoral attitudes
more securely if there were a more experiential emphasis in the course7
Even the case•hlstory approach still remains lnformation.•centered, and the
proposed clinical practicum is envisaged as occupying only a small part of
the total training.

For many, the Pastoral Counseling action of this course

ls a luxury that will never be available.

It ls not without significance

that the 1966 Progress Report (Rerr, 1966) notes that seminarians have
found the practicai experience In mental hospitals and hygiene units and the
group discussions following them "the most beneficial results of the ongoing seminary studies.n Perhaps their pastoral desires find a satisfaction
In such relation.ships and direct contact with people that ls denied to more

-------------~------~--------------------------~----------------~-------..
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cognitive approaches.
The Saint Louts ProJect
A tentative experimental program, ulth a similar mental health
orientatlon 9 has been developed at St. Louts University tor Jesuit Theo•
logians by Fr. Gerald Dally, s.J.

The professed atm of the course ls to

help priests to maet the need for cornmunlcattons between priest and people
In all apostolic functions.

the emphasis of the course comes from Fr.

Dally~

own psychological background, and in many ways ls remarkably similar to
the program o! the Loyola Project.

At the end of the course, the priest

should be more aware of himself and have a more penetrating knowledge of
those among whom he will work, healthy and 111.

Throughout his description

of his scheme (natly 9 1966) 1 the author shows himself vividly aware of the
dangers inherent ln teaching psychologtcal techniques, of developtng a
mechanistic attitude toward human problems and "the practice of treating
people and their problems as abstractions rather than as concrete and lndl·
vidually different."

Hence he ls careful to emphasize not techniques but

persons••"the human! ty of the prl est and the person coming to him 9 whether he
be penitent, student, client or fellow teacher.

Insight and a feeling for

relationships have to be fostered•" and an u.nderstandlng of the part played
by unconscious motivations in human affairs.
Like the Loyola Project, this course borrows unashamedly from the
behavioral sciences.

Like lt, too, It concentrated on mental health in

the first year, rather than on pathology.

two elements make up the course:

a series of lectures on personality theory and a seminar on Group Dynamics.
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Both of these courses should help produce a healthy personality with a sound
knowledge of the workings of the human anlmal.

The second should also help

not only to self-lnslght, but to easier interpersonal relating and experience ln the use and peculiarl ties of groups for co1M11tml cattng later in
pastoral situations.

A

four week reading period is set aside to round off

the course t'.or the year.
In the second year, the pathological aspects of personality are
dealt wlth and their lmpllcatlons for pastoral contact.

On a practical

level, a course ls also given in the philosophy of counseling and the basic

principles of Interviewing techniques.

Here, the teaching ls made as ex•

perlenttal as possible through role-playing by the students of crisis
situations such as sutcida, delinquency, grief-reaction, alcoholism, etc.
It ls hoped that this and the Group Dynamics seminar will help to underline
ln practl ce the bast c atti tudas ln interrelating and help to produce a more

person-oriented priest.

lt seems a plty that t:here cannot be more ti;ne,

even at the expense of some of the theoretical foundations, for a more ex•
tended counsellng training: but what there ls does seam to be a move ln the
right dlrectlon and should help to bring the learning dotln from tha academl c
and theoretical to live situations and people.
In the third year, when the theoloslan ls preoccupied with the imminence of his own ordination, the theme taken ls the family and the psychodynamtcs of marriage and family life.

this is 11atnly a lecture course,

treating of female psychology, the dynamics 3f healthy marriage and crisis
lnterventlon tn family breakdown.

The atm of this year's course ts not to

prepare marriage counselors but to help the priest fulfill hls pastoral role
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in thls one aspect of the mental health sphere.
"': '

'::'·;~

fourth year, workshops at the Menninger Foundation take the

place of formal courses, much on the model of the practicum
Project.

or

the Loyola

These, apparently, have been found of immense value and keen

interest seems to be aroused by the direct contact wtth the slclc and by this
very practical training ln mental health.
Despite lts lndlvlduallty, this course shares many of the

comnlOl1.

factors behind the Loyola Mental Health Project and should be highly effec•
tlve in the development of pastoral skill and attitudes.

The most notable

refinement would seem to be the real effort made through Group Dynni cs
training and counseling lnstructlon, to increase the experiential aspect of
the tralnlng and keep the academic more ln lts place as provldlng a sound
Intellectual baclcground for practl ce.

Whatever the dl ffl cultles, the author

ls very clear that he ls most Interested ln trying to change attitudes ln
the students and help cultivate greater sensitivity to the needs of indlvl•
duals and of groups.

The course wttl go a long way to achieve this atm:

lts success will, obviously, depend largely on the personality and lnsplratl<ll
of the author and the attitudes the students will pick up from live contact
with him.
On the negative side, the main crltlclsm one has ls of the need of
so much psychology.

When the time available ls so short and the professed

aim ls to change the student's attitudes and sensltlvity so as to make him
a better pastoral priest, lt seems fair to ask if thls could not be effected
even better by forgoing some of the luxury of the psychological training and
stressing even more the experlentlal aspect of the tratnlng.

The tDental

__.,_,_..

________________________________________ _______
._..

~------~---------,
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health aspect of the course would then be somewhat impaired; but this might
be more than compensated for by a deeper development of the pastoral per•

sonallty.
Recommendations of the Brltlsh Council of Churches

If, ln America, there has been, among the clergy, a certain sus•
plcion of modem psychology and an inadequate appreciation of what lt has
to offer of real value for the development of the personality and the
training of the clergy, ln England, even less use has been made of lt.
there too, the changing pattems ln recent years and the bewilderment

Yet,
cause~

by new sociological factors and the patent failure of f••lllar approaches
have led those concemed with the training of the clergy to turn to the
behavioral sciences for help.

l1'or two years, from December, 1965 to Decem•

her, 1967, a multl•denomlnatlonal Working Party of the British Council of
Churches considered thls problem of training and has produced a report
(Working Party of the British Council of Churches, 1968) ao rich ln lnslghts
and fertUe ln ideas that any summary ls a distortion and an lmpoverlshment.
~hat

ls striking ls the remarkable almllarlty of the preoccupations

and recommendattons of the Report with those of the two projects outlined
above.

There ls the same concern wtth the need for t11ental health training

for the J10dern clergyman; the salle preoccupation wlth the need to clarify
the role of the clergy ln tbls field, and define the speclflc contribution
he has to make as a clergY!an; the same realization of the wealth the be·
havloral sciences can offer for the personality development of the priest
In training. and especially of the contribution that can be made by the
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latest developments ln Group Dynamics and small group techniques, both as
learning and teaching tools and for the deepening of inter and intra-personal
.:;row th; above all, the need, stressed so heavt. ty ln the

st. Louts scheme

to make the attitudes and personality of the student the focus of the
tr~lnlng,

rather than the tnculcatton of knowledge, and, even ln mental

health tralnlng, to learn through contact with the healthy before tuming
to the stck.
What ls distinctive ls the effort to solve the difficulty caused
by

the dichotomy bet:\feen academic clerical education (that has produced

the bookish clergyman) and the need for pastoral training, by taking as
model not the classroom and the lecture, but the medical and social professions where a marriage of the theoretical and the experiential has been
effected and a helping person ls the result.

As they say In the Report!

There is no doubt whatever that the whole shape of the ministry needs
rethinking, and training for the ministry needs to undergo similar
and consequential changes.... Further, lt has long been understood
by those concerned wt th the education of doctors, teachers, social
workers, industrial managers. that professional education without
Involvement ln the practice of the profession ls an anachronism. It
was from this conviction that the pastoral training of the minister
ts neither professional enough nor deep enough that our enquiry began.
The Report makes lt clear that two main areas of concem have led

to the urgency of the need to rethink clerical training.

The first ts the

demand for mental health training for the clergy, to flt them to minister
to a considerable proportion of their flock.

Stress and breakdown are so

much a part of our soetety that the clergyman must play his part In the
mental health progr1t.t'11.

It ls reckoned that a quarter of the famUy doctor's

patients are as much emotionally upset as physically 111; that 45 percent

____________________________________________

,___.,.,
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______________
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of hospital be<ls 1n England are in psychiatric hospitals; and that one ln
fifteen "': tl::.e population can expect a breakdown serious enough to merit
hospital treatment.

The need for a certain educated expertize in this

area anong the cleri:;y is pressing.

A second vital consideration ls the identity ertsls that ls effee•
ting many of the younger clergy.

Until recently he was a busy man.

Ht stor.y has caught up wl th the cleric.
He was a factotum.

The whole life of the

community revolved round him--education, soeial welfare and benafl ts, even
civle administration, every ministry of advising, Instructing, counseling.
lie served his people in a very real way.

Almost ovemtght, he has awakened

to f lnd these functions taken over one by one by a complex of state welfare
a3encles.

Having been so involved in his helping role, he is now left

puzzled and frustrated, feeling that he has something speci fl c and of value

to offer, but finding the fa.rn!tiar channels no longer available.
ask, what does a priest do, stripped of all these acti vt ties?

so, many

Furthermore,

he ls only too conscious that the workers who have supplanted hh1 are pro•

fessionals••soc!al workers, doctors, probation officers, teachers, psychiatristS••Who seem confident, competent, expert.

By contrast, he sees himself

as an amateur, uncertain, insecure, untrained, ill-equipped to deal eonfl·
dently with people in a world teeming with professionals and experts.

The

result is often a tendency to self-disparagement and a poor self-image and
a sneaking f'eeltng that it ls only by taking on another role added to his
essential one as a clergyrnan--a social worker, a hospital chaptatn, a mental
health worker--that ha wUl ba able to form any helping relationshlps.

The

danger here ls clear: he wlll find his identity and his C01\fldence 1 not tn
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being a priest. but in soa1e other role• with his priesthood becoming
dary.

As

t~\ei

seC1..~·

r discussions proceeded• the :"1orking Party came to much the

same conclusion as the lllrector.s of the Loyola Project: sl11ce the Church is
a ''caring

co1WC1UI'li

ty'', the priest must express his concern and love not just

in pious exhortation, but through service to society as we11.

Yet the

priest's role miJst be unique in the field of social service.

Ha must be

quite clear about this role and be trained to fulfill it with the same
professional competence

as the social worker

or the doctor.

?here ls no sug3estion whatsoever that lllinisters should become
social workers or that training for social case-work should constitute
the training of the ministry for the future. But while the t:vo roles
of minister and case-worker are not, and never can be the same, we
have been, and are, a.n..'dous to see that all the insights and lessons
which can be gained from the psychological and social sclences, both
as representing a body of knowledge and also providing pattert1s of
training, should be available and used tn our training of the Christian minister.

Again,

~hile

the report shows a keen awareness of the need for

clergy trained in mental health, it sees very clearly the dangers inherent
in such training.

already hap1>enlng.

It ls speaking from a background of awareness of \/hat ls

The list of <.."Ourses available to clergy was presentad

to the working Party in the

Minlstz.:y

Appendl~~

to the Report on Practical Traininfl in

of the Institute of Religion and Medicine.

Practically all the

options available appear to concentrate on the ministry to the mentally sick
and the best of the courses seem to be centered on mental homes and to be

heavily slruit@d to psychiatric or psychological preoccupations.

The Report

sees a real danger of turning clergymen into amateur psychiatrists, on the
one hand, and on the other, ls alive to the disadvantages involved in
bulldln

a trainin"' in human relations round contact mainly with the mental•
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ly sick or abnormal, in an environment of abn<>mality.

Li,:~ the Loyola

Project, therefore, thls scheme stresses mental health rather than mental
i Uness and concentrates on what psychology teaches about the normal per•

sonall ty ln all the early for.native part of the training, and cmly later
turns to the abnormal.

As a further precaution, the Report refuses to take

the psychiatrist or the doctor as the model, and instead extends the pr1est•s
understanding of his social involvement by stressin& other fields of social
concern, as well as mental health: industrial counseling, social wel!'are,
hospital chaplatneies and a wide variety of fields that might provide a

point of contact with the cow11UJ.1.lty and might be of interest to individual
clergymen.

Being conscious, too, of the very real danger of tha subsi :Uary

role becoming central, the Report puts the main focus of trainhlg not an
techniques or skills, but on the training of the clergyman as a person.
Throughout, the emphasis is on using the behavioral sciences constructively

to produce a priest who ls an integrated, mature person, able to relate
healthUy to others, pastoral in his approach, anxious to serve his flock

as persons, yet wl th a certain competence ln helping them ln thel r social

concerns and in the tragedy of mental breakdoun or emotional stress.

"If

the end-product ts not a more human, a more genuinely human being, the
course will have failed ln l ts object. u
This last point Ues belllnd both the choice of ruatf;::::~· a.;. the use

of Group Oyna,lcs ln the early stages of the tralning-•Just as in the other
two projects described above.

It presupposes the giving of a sound theo-

logical foundation at the same time, and concentrates on the develot>went of
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a personality geared to concern for others.
Ille details antl shape of t:he course recommended a1·e, naturally,

geared to the structure of the education of clergymen in England.

This

is seen as embracing four stages: University education; seminary trainlng,

followed by ordination; a period of two or three years ''internship" working
in a parish under supervision; ''in-servi oe•• training some few years later
after considerable experience as a pastor.

It ls to this last stage that

the Mental Health training period ls reserved: up to then, the stress is

on self·developinent as a healthy person, and experience in working with
unormals" or the physically ill.

The mental health training comes when the

personality is already developed, the need for such training ls felt,

aJ.'H!

a

time for re-evaluation of one's role as a clergymrtn in the light of one's
interests and capacities can be most effective.

It ts hoped, ln this way,

to lessen the risk of losing priestly i den ti ty in over•i den ti fi cation with

the role of psychiatrist or social worker and produce instead a earing
priest.
two

Here the proposals a.re not very different from those of the other

schemes, save that mental health training is seen as only one alterna•

tive.

If there is a difference it is rather in teaching methodology: there

is less stress on the a ca demi c

art<~

the lecture, an.d far more on expert entl at

training on the !!IOdel of the doctor or the social worker.
There is an over.all slmUarl ty between the proposals

·.J~

!;i1e Loyola

and saint Louis schemes and the Report's recommendations for the seminary

and "internship'• stages. that would make these :h: ::?O;nmandations eazlly
adaptable to the trah1lng program oE a Catholic priest.

On the intellectual
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level, both are centered on a course of lectures on Ruman Growth and Devel•
opment, with the alm of giving a sound intellectual background for self·
understanding and a knowledge of the ldiocyncrasies of hulllAn nature, and
both see some course on abnormal psychology as essential to help the clergy-

man to avoid confusing the problem of religious difficulties with the
symptoms of early mental illness and to know how to differentiate normal
stress behaviour and mental breakdown.
What ls distinctive about this report ls its appreciation of the
constructive role of seminary living In the training experience.

The

st. Louis scheme had stressed the development of the person: this Report
takes up the same emphasis and envisages the seminary itself as a laboratory
for the growth of self-understanding and the ablllty to relate to others
ln society.

The

seminary experience ls seen not so much as a time for

teaching subjects as an opportunlty for training persons.
the Chrl s ti an communl ty is necessarl 1y concerned wt th 1 earning how
to exercise "wide loving''• how to make and sustain "accepting0
and positive personal relationships, and how to deal with the
characteristics and traits in ourselves and others that stai.dln
the way of this--how to cope with hate, exploitation, withdrawal,
fea:;;-.
Three elements are seen as essential ingredients for such an edu·
catlve experience; a so\Uld theotogleal teaching to offset any danger of
the course becoming one productive of "technicians in personal relationships"
instead of clergyinen; "good, rigorous and tmaginatl ve teaching of the de-

I
I

velopment and growth of personallty"; and ttpartlctpatlon ln the Ufe of a
community or group such that real growth can take place ln making or sustalning good personal

relatt~shlps".
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There ls a remarkable similarity between the picture of the clergy•
man presented here and that of the Vatican II priest:
Clarifying this first area further. we may say that it includes
learning to listen and not to be authoritarian; learning to observe
vtth an alert and critical judgment. and wlth increasing awareness of
what may be or what may prove to be slgnlflcant; learning to be aware
of oneself, of one's half-concealed bias. interest, emotional involve•
ment. and to take account of it; learning to interpret a person's
present behaviour in terms of a wt de variety of factors, psychologl cal
type, environmental pressures, family upbrlnglng, childhood experience
etc., learning to accept and love in a positive and wtse way.
The chosen method ls in the skilled use of group work.

Extensive

use of small group techniques ls suggested, not as a therapeutic but as a
learning experience.

The basic fruit hoped for ls the development of a rich,

mature person. full of self·lnslght and accepting of himself, and open and
comfortable in interpersonal relations.

Secondly, lt hoped to produce

a person skilled in the use of group techniques which he can use for his
future work wt th others, as a means of entering into contact wtth them and
of exercising his responslblllty as a "caring person", with the

stren~th

to bear up under the strain this involves as he finds that uthe cllent
works out his problem with the helper, and lf the help ls adequate,

~

the

helper ...
The post-ordination °tntemshlp" stage ls envisaged rather as a
practicum under supervision where the young clergyman can safely try out
what he has teamed and exercise, the qualities he has been trying to
foster in himself.
in the

l

st. Louts

It ts roughly the same as the fourth year experience

scheme.

In general. there ls an overall similarity in all three schemes.

---~----------~----------------------------------.1

though the last two, being the product of a later age, reflect more the
preoccupations and the needs of the modern priest, anrl put the stress on
the development of personal attitudes and the priestly personality with its
person-orientation and its caring relationship.

All draw quite heavily on

psychology and stress mental health; but l t ls sl gnl fl cant

how

wt th each

scheme, this becomes increasingly subordinate to the main purpose of
training the etf est.!!, priest and how the danger Of confusion Of roles ls
appreciate~

ts

an1 guarded against.

particul~rly

The British Council of Churches' Report

rich In its understanding of the educational use of the

seminary life as a growth experience ln Interpersonal living that can be

used constructively, and In its appreciation of the immense possibilities

opened up by the use of small groups as a learning process.
All this is a considerable advance on past practice and will help
greatly to the emergence of the pastoral priest.

8ut ln an already over-

crowded syllabus there ls a difficulty about adding further courses, and the
academt c nature of some of the sugges tl ons carries wt th l t the danger of

reinforcing the

~eakness

of the present form of priestly education: its

impersonall ty, Its stress on "problems•• and "solutlonstt and tntellectuaUzatlon of what are needs of a whole person and not capable of being satisfied
by mere intellectual clariftcatlon.

Here the stress of the British Report

on training the "caring person;' ls most salutary, and the acceptance of the
model of the training of the social worker as the teaching method could
lead to a complete rethinking of seminary methodology.

I

'

An examination of some of the implications of a number of research

L·~--~--------------------------------------------------1
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projects that have been c•rrled on in the past ten years ln the field of
counseling and psychotherapy. leads to some suggestions for an alternative
approach to the problem of educating the seminarian into a person-centered
prlest with a pastoral orientation at the very roots of his priestly per-

sonall ty.

This ls explored ln the next chapter.

CHAP'rER I I I

STUDIES IN THE OOUNSELING RELATIONSHIP

''Father Rank clapped the cover

o~

the diary to and said, furiously,

'For Goodness• sake, Mrs. Scoble, don't haagine you--or l••know a
thing about God's mercy •••• The Church knows all the rules. But lt
doesn't know what goes on in a single human heart.'"

Scoble had come to him in a spiritual crisls 9 looking for understanding, and
had found what seemed like hackneyed phrases instead.

He had gone out

and killed himself.
It might be thought that Graham Greene's (1948, 306) accusation
through the mouth of his priest who has failed in a pastoral attuatton ls
a little unfair or a caracature.

unfaml liar.

But Fr. Rank's situation ts by no means

He had been trained ln the old bookish way and 9 no doubt, could

theorize about the pastoral, describe tt, conceptualize lt, lecture on lt:
but he was the product of a training that could enable htm to see the moral
bind Scoble was ln rather than how to relate to him as a human being ln
contusion anc in pain.

Had he been not just a good man but a priest,

deeply sensitive to the other, able to form a genuine retattonshlp wtth hlm,
he would not have had to project onto
failure to be human.

0

the Church" hls own tnsensttlvity and

Perhaps a more experiential tratnlng, concentrating

more on attitudes than on procedures and information, might stlll enable
a prt est to be firmly

grounder~

but less booktsh, less academt c, less pro-

btem-solving, more warmly human, more sensitive to the Individual. and the
community, more convinced that to be really pastoral demands the g1vlng of
33
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oneself to others ln a genulne and effective relationship.
A priest trained in counseling would no doubt have dealt with Scoble
quite differently but still in accordance ulth the Gospel.

The attitudes and

qualities that lie at the heart of a genuine pastoral relattonshlp are
very much those required by a successful counselor.

lationshtps.
being.

Both are helping re•

In both, it is a person who ls helped in his or her inmost

It is not a problem that ls solved• nor a material gift that ls

given, nor a service that ls recommended or organtzed= lt is a relationship
that is built.

It must be either person-oriented or doomed to remain un•

productive.
tn recent years not only has there been a wealth of theorlztng,
speculation and reflection on experience about the source of effectiveness
of the psy-.:hotherape11t:ic relationship, but there has grown up a consider-

able volume of research studies giving a scientific lnstght into the core of
counseling and how to train practitioners.

Many of these have ideas to

offer that are entirely relevant to the training of a pastor.

For this

purpose, two lines of enquiry and research nave proved provocative and
stlmulatln~h

each triggered off by a key article that led to much heart

searching in the counseling uorld.
How Eff ectl ve ls P1xchotheraey?
In 1952 the academic waters were somewhat muddied by the appearance
of Eysenck's article, ''The effects of psychotherapy: an evatuation. 1 '

Its

pointed questioning came as a crude shock and was responded to wlth dental,
debate and hostility until lt was quietly dropped a few years later.

It
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uas never really rebutted.
studt es that
regar~

ha<:~

Thirteen years tater, after revtewtng the

been <'one l n the Intervening years, the author eout d stt 11

his original position as Wldisputed (Eysenck, 1965).

By that date a

new and interesting, if somewhat alarming tum, har' been given to the debate
wl th t'le rtilease of! the t'lndings of the Wlsconsln Research Project wt th

sehtzophrent cs.
Eysenck had contended that no evidence, other than testimonials,
existed to demonstrate that formal psychotherapy was producing therapeutic
results, and that the evidence seemed to show that control groups, re•
ceivtng no profasstonat treatlllel\t showed as high a degree of Improvement as
therapy groups.
The Research team's fln<llngs fr0ti1 the Wisconsin experiment, revealed
(Truax, 1963) that there Yas a distinction to be made.
agreed with Eysenck's conclusion that there was little

Their experience
dtff~renee

in the

amount of change occurring tn t:lte experimental a1ld C'>ntrol groups when taken

as units.

But when the individuals making up the therapy groups were

examined more carefully, very real changes were found to have taken place
as a result of therapy.

The patients either got better ,at 1ot worse; statts•

tlcally, those classes more or less cancelled each other out.

In other

words, Truax was driven to conclude that the therapeutic relationship does
produce change in the patlent••for better or for worse; and he was further
able to show that the change tn either dlreetton seems to depend, ln large
measure, on the qualtttes of the therapist rather than on the patient.
Writing later, aergln (1966) waa able to show that a considerable
body

of evidence had been available for years to substantiate Truax•s

-'------------------------------------------------------------------------~
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experimentally established conclusion on the deterioration effect.

It had

been tucked away ln the reports of various research projects but its signi•
flea.nee had escaped notice.

Now lt was seen as added confirmation.

Two conclusions suggest themselves, relevant to our enquiry.

First,

the therapist can produce ehange•-be helpful or harmful•••nd the way the
change goes seems to depend on what he brings to the relationship.

secondly.

and in its own way rather reassuring for the priest: the priest need not
feel that he atone ls insecure, not certain

how

to handle people ln need,

while the other helping professionals are confident, successful, capable.

The report of the Brl tlsh Council of Churches, dealt wlth ln Chapter U

1

had

noted that so often these helping professions were equally insecure and
dogged with fallure, but put up a better front than the clergy, who might

gain some confidence from an understanding that others felt the same as they
dld without losing heart or self-esteem.

Here ls some confirmation that

the priest ls not an amateur among professionals, but faces the same challenge

and rtsk.
The IHsconsin Project, then, helped to throw further Ught on one
section of the population Eysenck had written about••the effect of therapy
on those receiving lndivldual psychotherapy.

Bergin (1963, 1966, 1967) has

throw a good deal of light on the other section: the control group that was

receiving no therapy but showed Improvement.

Whether they are given psycho-

therapeutic treatment or not, roughly two•thirds of any group of neurotic
patients will recover over a period of two years.
this to "spontaneous remission".

Eysenck had attributed

Bergin, on the other hand, has made out a
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good case for suggesting that many of these people are not strictly "controls"'
after all.

They recover becauae they do receive a great deal of "informal

therapy" in their ••natural habitat''• from various sources such as friends,
clergymen, physi clans, teachers etc., and he argues that the level of
recovery speaks highly for the effectiveness of such psychologically un•
trained helpers.

Frank (1961) found that over a period of years, approx!•

mately 50 percent of a group who had sought psychotherapy had also sought
help from a variety of other non-mental health sources 9 and he attributed
their continued positive change, when not in therapy. to the effects of this
"non.-profeastonal" treatntent.

Even better evidence comes from the nationwide

interview survey conducted for the Joint Commission on Mental Health and
Illness by Gurin, veroff and Feld (1960).

They found that of those persons

who sought help for personal problel'D8• the vast majority chose non-mental
health professionals. and generally they felt more satisfied with the help
they received than dld those

who

chose psychiatrists or psychologlsts.

In

thi a bracket. the clergymen ranks second only to the pbysl clan; and of the
20 percent

who

turned to the clergy for help, 78 percent judged that they

bad really been helped• as against 59 percent of those

who

had gone to a

psych! atrt st.
These findings are rl ch tn slgnt fl cance.

As Gurin et at.

COlllftlerlt:

''These findings underscore the crucial role that non-psychiatric resources
•• particularly clergymen and physlcians••play ln the treatment process.

They

are the major therapeutic agents •••••• " (!)
To conclude this section, lt would seem, then, that psychotherapists

'1"""'-----

i!
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II can be
I

suecessful--or can do harm.

therapist forms with the patient.

The crt terlon ls the relationship the

Many, besides psychiatrists and psycholo-

glsts, can also help with human problems.
to doctors, are the clergy.

High on this list, second only

A high percentage of those coming to them reckon

that they have been helped -- even though the clergy have had little training
ln this field.

Would they be even more effective helping persona tf they

had some of the skills of the psychotherapist?
the qualities that make a therapist successful?

veloped by tratnlng?

Is lt possible to Identify
If so, can these be de•

How far ls professional, psychologtcal tralnlng a

prerequlslte of therapeutic effectiveness?
queries ln the next section.

some light ls thrown on these

But first Arbuckle (1967) has some comments on

Bergin'• article that are both relevant and thought-provoking:

li
i
~

I
I

Bergin also raises serious questions regarding the effectiveness of the
education of the therapist, whether In medical schools, deparbaents
of psychology, or schools of education. If he ls correct In sugges•
ting that the selection of therapists ls more Important than their
training, and the evidence tends to back him up, we ~lght assume
that the professional tratntng of a therapist ts the frosting on the
cake which ts already quite appettzingt If lay therapists, who turn
out to be quite effective, are selected because of their ability to
form a therapeutic relationship wtth the person who selected them,
lt would seem that this should be the central core of any program of
tratnlng and education. It would obviously have to be geared In a
very personal way for each lndlvtdual student therapist. "What can
be done to help you to be effective In forming a therapeutic relationship" would be the baste question asked of each student, and for some,
the answer probably would be, "Not very much, t• or "poss I bly qul te a
bit, but it would take so long that it would not be worth It, either
for you or for ua." Another obvious lmpllcatlon of the success of the
lay therapist who has been chOsen by someone to function as hts therapist ts that the person I feel ts good for me apparently ls good for me
•• •. The person.alt ty of a medl cal doctor who ls repal ring
shattered
leg may be of little importance, but we sometimes seem to alaost operate
on the assumption that a shattered leg ls no different than a despatrtng
feeling of loneliness. treatment by a rather nasty, but effective,
practltloner may be satisfactory for a leg but surely not for the
psyche! (209-210)

a
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What Mak!!

Ps.t~hotheraQY

Work?

some five years after Eysenck's first article had ruffled the academic calm, another study, this time by Carl Rogers (1957), gave a new

stimulus to enquiry and research In another comer of the field.

The article

swmned up tn a manageable and concrete way many of the insights on the
r'ynamics of.' the oounseUnz relationship that had been in the air for soma

years, and it focused attention on certain core elements.

The study

~as

highly product! ve, partly because it asked the right questions, ventured

to state a series of clearly spelled.out hYPotheses, and suggested how they

could be verified or disproved by research.
The general question of what makes counseling work had been debated

for years.

Various approaches had been popular at one time or another.

There had been the phase when lt was believed that techniques contained

some mystical quality anrl fumished a key to unlock the secrets of the
Then the searchlight had tumed onto the counselor himself. in an

psyche.

effort to analyze out the successful practitioner and discover what made
hlm tlek.

~ome

idea of the range of qualities this paragon was expected to

have, can be gained from Cottle's review of the literature on the subject up

to 1953 (Cottle, 1953).

As he pointed out, the reports are not really very

helpful as they are based largely on subjective judgments of a questionable
nature.

But at least they had the merit of trying to explain the success

of counseling by turning to the counselor as the influential agent of success,

rather than to sophisticated techniques.
A more fruitful Une of thought opened up when the concentration
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turned from a dissection of the counselor to an examination of the actual
relationship with the client.

In 1950 Fielder (1950) had drawn attention to

the fact that lt was the relationship that was crucial in the production of
positive client personality change. and that this was a widely held convlc•

tton. not only among cltent-centered counselors, but among workers of all
different schools from the psychoanalytic to the eclectic.

Further, in a

research study based on the use of Q•sorts, he had shown that therapists
of wtdely different allegiances have basically the same idea of the
qualities of this Ideal relationship.

In much the sat1e vein, Jouard (1959)

lauded the I•Thou relationship as crucial, and Farson (1954) introduced his
provocative thesis that "the Counselor la a Woman."

This was an Interesting

thesis. not only because it was wrt tten wt th dellcacy and perception, but
because lt turned attention onto the human qualities of the counselor.

Farson suggested that if the counselor ls to make an approach that wlll do
good, he must be "understanding and warm, accetatlng and deeply personaltt ••
"so personal that he could be receptive to feelings of dependency and love";
and that lt ls precisely feminine qualities that he needs •• the ability to

be "tender, gentle, loving, dependent. receptive, passive, more concerned
with family and Interpersonal relations than with things.•'

In contrast,

the manly ideal in our culture presented the male as "claver, tough, strong,

courageous, independent, more COtlcemed with things than with peoplett ••the
very qualities that would militate against success as a counseiQr.
up

He wound

his essay with the paradoxical reminder that real manliness would be

required to experience these "feminine" qualities ln all their depth, for
such a man would find that he would need courage, intelligence, resource•
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fulness and strength such as he could har(lly imagine.
It wa.<; thl s undercmrrent of i tleas (and how wt despread they were
Rogers brings out in the list he gives of some of the studies that had been
influencing his thought (Rogers, 1958)) that Rogers sifted and formulated
with lucidity, accuracy and sharpness Into a series of hypotheses in "The
~;ecassary

and sufficient Conditions of ?herapeutlc Personality Ch.angen

(Rogers, 1957).
univoeal.

It was a provocative thesis, partly because it was so

It took elements that were commonly held to be contributory to

the success of therapy and asserted that they "seem to me to be neeessaty to
initiate constructive personality change, and • • • lf taken together, appear
to be sufficient to inaugurate that

process.~1

(Rogers, 1957).

As he put lt

later (Rogers, 1962):
It is the quall ty of the interpersonal encounter wt th the client whl ch

ls the most slgnlflcant element in determining effectiveness.... I
believe the quality of my encounter ls more important in the long run,
than my scholarly knowledge, my professional training, my counsellng
orientation, the techniques I use ln the interview.
He had conse to believe that the qualtty came from the client's perception of
three character! sti cs in the counselor: an empath! c understanding of the
client and hls world, uncondlttonal positive regard• or non-possessive
Yarmth, and congruence or genuineness ln the relatlonshh>••the ablll ty to

be, within the relationship, freQly and deeply himself, a congruent, genuine,
integrated person.
It was Rogers' contention that l f thes• three condi tlons were provlded and preserved by the counselor. a process of therapy would occur in
which the client would ex,lore himself deeply and come to

kno~

and axper1•

enee the full range of his being.

As a result of engagement in the process

of psychotherapy, personality growth and constructiva personality change
were theoretically predi eted to occur.

"whether we are dealing wt th psycho•

tlcs or normals, delinquents or neurotics, the most essential ingredients
for change ,.111 be found in the attl tuclinal quaU ties uf the person-to•
z>erson relatlonshlp. 1' (Rogers, 1967).
Not 1.mnaturally, this provocative

statem~nt

drew a good deal of fire.

If it was criticized for generalization and because it seemeu an oversim•
pliflcatlon to categorize any one group of conditions as the only ones that
were either "necessary" or

"sufficient~'

(Ellis, 1959) there was a scientific

detachment about its insistence on the need to test, validate or reject the

hypotheses by carefully devised research, and the practical suggestions as
to how it

c~ulcl

be done.

The study certainly stimulated research!
a nwnber of significant studies.

It became a springboard for

Already 1 by 1958 (Rogers, 1958), Rogers was

able to point to the bold project that Halkldes (1958) had co111pleted wl th
cttents corning to a counseling center.

She had aliDed at testing his hypo.

thesis, using randomized samples of short extracts from tape rec.-ordings of

interviews wl tl'l cllents, and assessing the;n for the qualities under inves•
tigatlon.

She had shown that the quality of the counselor's interaction

with the client could be satisfactorily juJged on the basts of a very small
sampling of behavior, and that, for the sort of client she had dealt wil:h,
Rogers' general hypot!tests had proved sound and a significant relatlonshlp
had been demonstrated between l:he three hypothesized con<litlons and success
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or non-success l n therapy.
In the next year, Barrett-Lennard (Barrett-Lennard, 1962) refined the
method by devialn,g a lelatlonahlp Inventory to measure tha tbr.. conditions
and showed that they were United at sni fl cantly wt th the success of ther•PJ

ln the examples he used, wtth the same kind of cllent population as Halkld••
had tested.
The 'Wlsconsln ProJect

More important, by 1962 Rogers was able to quote the reports that
were beginning to come through from a massive research project, aimed at
testing his hypotheses (Rogers, 1962).

In the Wtaconsln Project, his thesls

was belna put to the test as aclentlflca.lly aa possible, with a population
with whom communlcatlon was agonizing or almost lmpoaalbl•••hospltaUzed
achlzophrenlca at the Mendota state Hospital.

This five year research

project was described by Bergin (Bergln, 1963) as ..at least in design, a
paradigm for all research addressed to the baste, simple question of whether
psychotherapy has any effect at all." It now appeara as something of a
turning point in the

de~ate

on therapist characteriatloa. A fuller insight

into what was involved in the effort ls now avallable alnca the pubU cation
of the detailed report

:Jn.

the whole thlng (Rogers (ed.)• 1967).

Halktdes and &arrett•Lennard had already found some general confirmation for Rogers• thesis among college students and the sort of peraon
who oomea to a oUntc for belP••on the whole• fairly lntalUgent "normals'in dlatreaa.

Thia undertaking almed at testing the tbesta among schizo.

phnntca. on the aaaumptton that lf the thesis were valld• it ahould apply
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to any type of client, even those wtth whom verbal communication was diffl·
cult.

As the report on the findings put lt (Rogers (ed.), 1967):
This research program, In short, was built on the assumption that the
therapeutic relationship ls the Important vehicle for personality
change, and that within this relationship certain specifiable yet
general attitudes, held and communicated by the therapist, are the
necessary and sufficient conditions tor therapeutic progress.

The main focus was on the three therapist conditions, accurate empathy (a
refinement of Rogers' earlier conception of empathy, taking Into account
not only the therapist's sensitivity to the client's current feelings, but
tthls verbal facility to co1111unicate this understanding ln a language attuned
to the patient's current being" (Truax and Carkhuff,

1964)~

non-possessive

positive warmth and therapist congruence or genuineness ln the relationship.
A number of patients In Intensive Individual psychotherapy, lasting
from six months to nt0re than three and a half years, were compared with a
carefully matched control group who were given no individual therapy during
the period.

All Interviews were tape recorded.

ttraw material".

This provided a wealth of

Rogers, for Instance, had 166 Interviews with a patient.

Rating scales were constructed for assessing the degree In which the therapist
manifested empathy or warmth or congruence. and workers were trained to rate
these therapist qualities from short extracts••generally 4 minute samples••
taken In a randomized way from the recorded Interviews.

As these raters

worked "blind", having no knowledge of whether the segments came from early
or late Interviews. whether the cases were successful or not, the identity
of the therapist. or. Indeed, any knowledge of psychology since most of them
were English majors, bias was guarded against.

It was found that a high

degree of rellabllltv was reached In their ratlnRs.

Once this method had
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been de\rhed, tested, refined and standardized, the posslbllltles were

Alnt0st unllmlted.

Personall ty growth ln the patients was measured by a battery of

psychologleat tests adm1nlstere1 before and after the cours• of treatment.
Truax's article ln 1963 (Truax, 1963) conveyed something of the
excitement and flavour of the research to a wider public.

It gave some Idea

of the research design, of how these qualltles were rated, of different

experiments that had been done and of the conclusions that were emerging.
It described, for Instance, how a number of experiments showed that the
correlation between therapist empathy and patient constructive personality
change was good.

That raised the next question: who caused the level of

empathy, the therapist or the patient?

Experiments were devised to try to

test this, and the conclusion reached that the principal determinant of the
level of accurate empathy offered was the therapist.

This then led on to

questioning about whlch elements ln the conveying of empathy are most stgnl•
fleant••tone of voice, use of the patient's own words, concrete or abstract
expression etc.

And so on.

on to further questioning....

Slml tarty wt th warmth and congruence.
The

And so

fruitfulness of such lnvesttgattons was

underlined in Truax'• discussion of the tmpllcatlona of the findings:
What 1nlght these consistent research findings mean for us as thera-

plsts1 (1) As therapists, we might aim toward a more clear and
sensitive awareness of the patient's Inner being; toward a greater
ability to deeply understand the patient's moment-to-moment feelings
and experiences and to thus make more accurate meaning out of the
shifts of posture, the sllght lnflectlons of tone, or the empty
silences. It would mean that as therapists we would concentrate less
upon developing skills at highly Intellectualized diagnosis of the
patient's ;'belng". (2) As therapists, we could allow ourselves to
express more openly our deep oaring for the eeraon who comes to us for
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help: to do thls unconditionally woulrl be to set no conditions In
the prit.lng of the person. (3) As therapists, ve can afford risking
eontrontatlon wlth the patient •• a person rather than as an inatttutlon. Our open 9 non-defensive intactness, our human genuineness en•
courages the patient to also deeply "be" himself wtthln the relation•
ship.

The publication of the much more detailed account of the project
(Rogers (ed.), 1967) makes an evaluation of the findings possible.

In

general, the main lines of Rogers' thesis were confirmed, but many modifl·
cations would have to be made ln a restatement ln the light of this research.

For instance, dlasatlsfaotlon was experienced wlth the scale for

measuring unconditional

pos!~ive

regard, so, ln the end, not too much was

made of the flndlngs on thls quality.

Agaln 9 lt was discovered that neurotic

clients appear to perceive primarily the empathic understanding and the
genuineness of the therapist, rather than hla warmth, and thus it la natural
that their central focus appears to be on self-exploration.

The schizo•

phrenlc patients, on the other hand, sometimes baffled the therapists by
their lack of self-exploration and hours of silence, and perceived primarily
the levels of warm acceptance and genuineness, and their focus seemed to

be on relatlonshlp•formatton.

There was, therefore, a variation ln balance

of the relation of the different qualities to different types of clients.
All sorts of Interesting slde lights began to emerge from the flndlngs.
For instance, the theraplst•s own aasess11ent of the degree of conditions
he offered the patient was often far more optlmlsttc than that of the

patient (using the same Relationship Inventory for assessment) or of the
coldly objeetlve raters.

It was perhaps slgnlflcant that In successful

cases, patient and therapist tended to see the relationship in the same
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fashion.

Again, it became clear that the quality of the relationship was

influenced by the characteristics of the ellent: he played hls part ln ell•

citing them ln the therapist.
There ls a charming modesty about Rogers' own summary of the success
of the project (Rogers (ed.), 1967):
The value of the research program did not Ile ln the fact that our
int ttal views and predi ctiona were brllliantly or strikingly confirnied.
Actually, many of the moat impressive of our findings either went
contrary to our expectations, or forced us to modify the theories from
which we started, or turned up new facets of knowledge of therapy••
elements which we had not in any way forseen. In these respects it
was deflnltely a fruitful program of inveatlgatton.
What emerges la that even lf one would dispute whether these hypo•
thestzed conditions could be called "necessary" or "aufflcientn, or whether
they are the sole relevant conditions or only three among other possible
ones, there ts a dettnlte and elgniflcant relatlonshlp between the level
of these condltlons offered and the degree of positive personality change

shown ln the patient.

An unexpected finding was that

brought about a worsening of the patient's condition.

tow condltlona o.Ztim
The research did not

establtsh that this relatlonahlp was causative of the change.

It did show

that these qualltles were supplied by the therapist, but that the patient's
characteristics had an influence on the degree to whlch the therapist Jllllni•
fested them; they are a product of the lnteractlon between the two.

In

brief:

An important chain of events ln the process of change emerges from
our work. When a relationship possesses the dually determined
qualities we have described, then lndlces of change are evident, or
become evident tn the cllent, and an improved inner integration, a
reduction tn pathological behavior, and an improvement ln social
adjustment follow. there are gaps and uncertainties ln this avi•
dence. Yet the above statement appears juatlfled by the facts. (p. 93)
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Finally:
A slcJnlficant theme of our findings is that much the same qualities
of relationship are factlltattve for the schizophrenic lndlvtdual aa
for the neurotl o. What differences there are do not appear major.
This would seem to justify an intensive focus on the interpersonal
relationship as the most important element in bringing aboui: per•
sonality change r;-"any group. It suggests that whether we are
dealing with psychotics or normals, delinquents or neurotl cs, the most
essential ingredients for change wlll be found in the attitudinal
qualities of the person-to-person ralatlonshlp. (p. 92)
Perhaps, for the sake of accuracy, a summary of the findings by

Kiesler, Mathieu and Kleln who were responsible throughout for the analysis
and interpretation of the zlata might be appropriate to bind up the oonclu•
st ons of the tecun.

Host generally, the results of this study suggested that the two
therapist conditions vartables accurate empathy and patient-perceived
congruence (themselves highly interrelated) were associated with the
over-all level of expertentlal involvement that the patient maintained
both !n therapy and sampling interviews; and that both conditions
and experiencing factors were related to various indices of positive
personality change and favourable therapeutic outcome. More spectfl·
catty, these two con.dlttona variables were associated, not only with
the average level of patient experiencing in the total therapy inter•
actton, but also with the experiencing at discrete moments in the
therapy course.... The specific pattent etllerging was that the deeper
the level of the therapist's empathic understanding and genuineness
with his patient, the more his patient would exhibit a deeper level of
self-experiencing and self-exploration at every point of both the
therapy and the sampling Interviews. ?his was an intriguing finding.
While the correlations for patient-perceived congruence were not quite
so pervasive as those for rated accurate empathy, they were suffi•
ciently consistent to Indicate that the association of both condltlons
variables with patient experiencing level was stable and general.
These same therapeutic factors, moreover, were associated consistently
with therapeutic outcome.... Most generally, patients receiving high
conditions levels showed positive personality change and outcome, while
patients with lower conditions showed no change or, ln some eases,
negative change eventuating in an outcome worse than that observed for
no-therapy control patients.
Plnally, •••• patients more involved in the process of

self-experlenci~
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and aelf•GXPloratton showed not only a marked decrease in schizo•
~hreni c

beliaviot' as nieasurecl by the 1'f<'1Pl,. but also a greater like•

tthood of remaining out of hospital and of shoWlng tmpt'OY'ement on
various other cri t:eria. of construotlve change....

Pttthmts described

as moro successful by varloua outCOM tndtcea tended to move toward•
deeper levels of self•lnvo1Vfal111Gl\t and self•euPloratf.on over the course
of therapy. (Rogen.s (ed.),. 1967,. 301-302)

4md the lmpUoatlons for the conduct of therapy and the training of therapls

(1964) or o.f t$ergln {1966• 1967) Or"• better sttU ln ·rruax and Carkhuff's

lat.st book (1967) th.at does for their reaearch projects and findings
what Rogers' volume did for th.a i.tlsconaln Project.

some of the flavour of

the sort of projects that have been earned on can be gatned ln the Research

Abstracts listed in Appendht
'Pl~

c of

Carkhuff and Berenson'• ~•XSd 1i!9!Y!U91

tb!r•pz. (1967)

can say that tt h.aa been verified tor cU.enta other than 1chlzophrentcu
nalkidas and narrett•Lennard had already veri l!led It f1>r caun•eUng•ccmter
cllents ln a Unlvorslty; tts vatldlty baa been checked for neurotics (Bergin
&

sotor-:tan, 1953; rruax,. Wargo st al." 19t56•, 1966?.l) • tnstl cuttonalhed fe•

aale deUnquents (tr..J&X,

Waraol~

Sitber, 1966), i;"condaey school ctlihtren
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1966; Martin, Carkhuff & Berenson, 1966).
Orlglnally, Rogers had hoped that therapists of various schools
would cooperate ln the Wlsconsln Project, but ln the end, most of the thera•

plats engaged were client-centered, since they alone seemed ready to have
their sessions tape-recorded and dissected.

Since then, the effectiveness

of the core condl tl ons had heen shown to underll e the success of psychoanalysts (Truax, Wargo et at, 1966a, 1966b) at the Phipps Psychiatric
Clinic at the Johns Hopkins, and of eclectic therapists.

They have been

shown to have their role to play, too, not only In Individual therapy but

ln group treatment.

(Truax, 1961; Truax, Carkhuff & t<odman, 1965).

It is tempting to dwell on the intriguing refinements that have
emerged-· the relative influence, for instance, of the different fact Utatlng qualities with different types of patient population; or the finding
that wt.th neurotic outpatients, the level of empathy and therapist congruence ln the first Interview depended on the therapist, while the patient
influences the degree of nonpoasessive warmth manifested, whereas, as the
treatment interviews proceeded, the level of warmth became increasingly de·

pendent on the therapist (Truax. Wargo et at.• 1966a, 1966b); or Carkhuff
and Beran.son's manipulation of the level of conditions offered to the
patient by the therapist and of the level of cooperation ln self-exploration
offered by the patient.

suffice it to say that low-functioning therapists

found themselves unable to adjust adequately to patients who stopped self·
eltploration durlng the interview, and low-level functioning clients deterl•

orated wt.th any drop in therapist eondltlons even from a high-functioning
therapist. while both hlgh and low-level functioning clients deteriorated
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under a low-level functioning therapist.

Thls brings us back to the original disturbing finding that therapy
ls for better or for worse; that the relation between the outcome and the
degree to which these core conditions are offered would seem to be causal
(Truax & Carkhuff, 1965); and that at the heart of the change Uea the
personallty of the theraplst and hls abiUty

to

glve himself ln an inter•

personal relationship with empathy, warmth and genuineness.

This has

created something of a moral issue on the selection and training of thera-

pists and has introduced a note of urgency into research-training programs
and some degree of outspoken criticism of current training methods (e.g.,
Carkhuff, 1966 1 1966a 1 1968; Truax & Carkhuff, 1967).

If, as the studies

suggest, these facilitating conditions are so crucial, It must be asked:
can they be taught, or are they a "gl ven" rooted in the personall ty of

certain persona; and, if they can be taught, how?
Can these Condltions,be Taqghtf
Thought, discussion, wrt tlng and experimentation have followed,

naturally, especially among those who have been most deeply convinced of
the reallty of the issue.

At Kentucky, Arkansas and Massachusetts, Truax

and Carkhuff have been seeking to elaborate a training program that would be
a logical extension and application of the facts that have emerged from
their previous studies.
Two general convictions lie behind thelr programs:
1.
in therapy.

Techniques and academl c knowledge are useful but are secondary

stress on them, lndeed, would seem to be really harmful to some
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aergln & Solomon (1963) discovered a sobering fact among students

trainees.

they examined: the cltents of trainees >Fho had received the highest grades
in the academic courses and the practicum tended to deteriorate In ftinc-

tlonlng; and carkhuff, Kratochvil

& P.'r~el

(1968) confirmed these findings.

It follows, that if these things are secondary ln therapy, they should also
be secondary ln training programs.

2.

If the prl mary condl tl oi.ts of tb8rapeutl c change are provt ded

ln (a) an interpersonal relationship, (b) that takes Its tone from the
empathy, warmth and genuineness of the therapist, then skill In the development of such relationships and ln the theraplst•s abllity to manifest such

qualities ln !t must be the main aim of training.

Bergin (1967) summed up

his reaction to the research that had gone on up to date:
It would seem highly desirable for every therapist and supervisor
to pay explicit attention to empathy, warmth, adjustment, eX1>4trience,
and patient-therapist similarity or compatlbllity. It ls not enough
simply to beUeve ln these factors; one must study, leam and improve
his concrete skills with them as essential elements of a positive
therapeutic relatlonshlp.
Rogers and other cllent-centered therapists regard these qualities
as attitudinal and behavioral characteristlca embedded in the personality.
They are human quaU ties that can be developed in those who have a bast c
endowment of them already and a flexible personality.

They must be developed

as human qualities are developed: they are not to be communicated by set

exercises or techniques.

They are an expression of an attitude to others, an

outlook. a way of living and relating• an expression of the self ln lts
active relationship to others. not something extra to be put on like a
jacket.

Nor are they a stable possession, once acquired to be possessed for
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life; they can wane or fade, and need constant, senerous effort if they are
to be matntalned.

It ts perhaps this difference tn attitude to clients

as persons to whom self must be given, that helps to explain vhy non-pro•

fesstonal therapists frequently maintain a high level of operation, whereas
clinicians not Infrequently are less ca9able of offering this relationship.
Perhaps the stress on the academic, on tests and techniques runs the risk
of getting them Interested In "things" and the system rather than the person
and provides a bullt•ln escape route from the cost of encounter and the agony
of self·glvlng.

It ls much easter to administer and interpret a test than

to give oneself.

Training ls not an automatic panacea: It can help to the

development of the requisite attitudes; but that ts only the beginning and
It ls always possible
and

to

take refuge in cold tmpersonattty and techniques

cease to be an effective helping person, while remaining an adequate

cllnlclan.
Therapy, then, ls essentially a personal thing' it is an encounter
with this person, e.ndowed wtth these facilitating qualities,

who

relationship which makes self-exploration and change possible.

forms a
It would

seem that tralnl ng ts necessary if the ca pact ty to off er these quaU tl es
consistently ls to be developed.

Friends, for instance, can offer them

sometime•: but an interesting study (Martin, Carkhuff and Berenson, 1966)
Indicated that friendship without training ls not enough; as Rogers noted
(1957):

Usually this (fulfilling of the conditions in friendship) ls only
momentarily, however, and then empathy falters, the positive regard
becomes conditional, or the congruence of the "therapist" friend ~
comes overlaid by some 1egree o~ facade and defensiveness. Thus the
therapeutic relatlonshlp ts seen as a helghtenlng of the constructive
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qualities which often exist in part in other relationships, and an
extension through tlnae of qualities which in other relationships
tend at best to be momentary.

These are natural qualities, th•n, to be developed in training.

It

ls unlikely that every prospectlvP. trainee wlll have this type of person•
all ty or that 1 t wi 11 be necessarl 1y hound up wt th ht s grade-point avern6e.

Hence the vital need to screen candl dates for such training in te!':11JS of
their ability to provide

th~se

conditions, and the urgency of a training

program built round the stl mt la ti on of these fact ti tatlng conc!l tlons in
the trainee.

Truax and C&rkhuff 's Training Program
For some time now, Carkhuff and Truax have been trying to apply to
training the findings of their research, and to turn their research tools
Into training tools, convinced that they can be of use in the development

of these essential conditions.
To date. there have tended to be two approaches to the training of

counselors: the didactic-intellectual. wtth its emphaala on direct teaching,
structuring or shaping the thtnldng and responding of the trainee on the

pattern of the teacher's own concept of what makes counseUng work; and
the erpertentially-l>ased• in whl ch the teacher provides a free atmosphere
In which the trainee c.n come to know himself more fully• experiment with
different approaches and so evolve Into a practitioner.

P'or some time,

Truax and Carkhuff have been wrl ting about and expert men ting wt th a progra..11
Integrating both these approaches.

didactically from hls

Olin

The teacher seeks to teach the trainee

accumulated research and clinical learnings about
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the therapeutic relationship and the conditions that empirical studies have
shown to be essential to it.

In the conviction that these conditions can

be developed in suitable candidates, the trainees

~ould

be selected with

this ln mlnd and given practice ln judging and exercising them.

All this

ls in the context of a learning relationship between teacher and trainees,
aimed at prov! ding the trainees wt th a 11 vlng model of teachers offering
these qualities in a hlgh degree, for the trainees not only to see but to
experience.

The leamtng experience, therefore, beoomes a quasi•therapeutlc

one, and in some cases, this has been intensified by adding a small-group
experience to the teaching program to enable the trainees to explore themselves in a non-threatening atmosphere and to be open to the personality
change that ltes at the heart of this concept of training.

"The program

attempts to use the little time available to effect as great trainee changes
as they can on indexes related to counselee and trainee change •••• stmply
stated •••• (such) programs simply try to prepare people to help people."

(Carkhuff, 1968)
In this program, therefore, tn so far as teaching of theory is
insisted on, it ls mainly to help the trainee understand the vital role of
these factlltattng conditlons and gain a real grasp of them, and to give
a theoretical background adapted to the type of practitioner aimed at by
the course.

In a program. for instance, for cllnl cal and counseling gradu-

ate students, there

va~

a heavy stress put on intensive reading program

and tape-listening experience for the first six weeks.

The alm of this was

lat"3ely to enable the trainees to draw on the experiences of others and to
build up a storehouse of thorapeutic responses, tactics, and approaches for
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Imitation.

Tape llstenlng, e9peclally, was expected to Increase the re•

aponse repertoire of the beginning counselor.

In other programs, for the

training of nonprofustonat helpers, for Instance, tbe role and nature of
the conditions was taught, but very llttle formal psychology was Insisted

upon.
Moat of the training atmed not at teaching the trainees about coun•
seUng, so much as to tnvol ve them ln an expert ence that would make them

Into counselors.

To help them to appreciate, assess, and develop these qual•

ltles In themselves, the trainees were exposed to tape recorded samples of
Interviews rated at various levels of

th•••

conditions; they were given

practice ln the use of the empathy, warmth and genuineness scales to enable
them to rate recorded excerpts from Interviews; they received practice
ln these quall tles •• ta. empathy, for instance, by lhtenlng to recording•

of clients' statements and them atte111Ptln1 to formulate responses ln tel'llS
of the fHllngs and oentent of the comnnanlcatlon; they rote-played; they

had their own efforts tape recorded so that they could score them and get an
Immediate feedback on the development of their own ability to provide the
condl tlona.

In all this, the group nature of the leamlng experience and the

high degree of th.. e condltlon• that they experienced tn the actual teaming

setting from tbe teachers tnteutfled the experiential nature of the learning
method and helped them to grow, above all, in genuineness In such relatton-

shtps.
The Results

the results of such programs have been highly encouraging.

Carkhuff
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and Truax (1Q65) described one of their first efforts on these llnes.

They

mounted two training programs for one semester of 16 weeks, comprising two
classes each week of two hours each 1 plus two hours per week spent by the
trainees listening to recorded therapy samples.

One group consisted of 12

advanced graduate students in Individual Psychotherapy; the other of 5 volun•
teer hospital personnel. only one of whom had had a college education and
none of whom had a theoretical knowledge of psychology.

At the and of the

semester. all were tested for the level of the conditions they managed

t~

provide, and these ratings were compared with those of some of the moat
distinguished professionals In the country••C•rl Rogers, Rollo May, etc.
results were certainly stimulating!

The

In the area of patient depth of self•

exploration the mean scores of all three groups were approximately equal;
whlle in the three core condi tlons. though the groups performed consistently

In the following order: (a) experienced therapists, (b) graduate students,
(c) tay personnel, the first group did not effect significantly better

process levels than the second, or the second than the thl rd.

The only

significant difference was the level of self-congruence of the experienced
therapists over the lay therapists.
In other words• in a relatively short time, about 100 hours crushed
into four months of training, both graduate students and lay personnel can
be brought to function at levels of therapy nearly co1111nensurate with those
of experienced therapists.

since then. there has been tmpreastve confirmation of the effectiveness of experiential tratnlng of lay therapists that underlines the
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power of courses centered on the core conditlona.

Carkhuff and Truax, for

instance, (19654) reported the surprising success of psychologically un•
trained mental-hospital aides as group therapists after only a brief period
of instruction.

Already Rioeh (Rloch et al., 1963) had published an interim

report on the extraordinary progress made by the 8 specially selected,
bright, educated housewives that she and her team were atteJll'Ptlng to train
on a rather intenst ve psyohoanalytf. ~ model; and Harvey ( 1964), wrl ting from
Australia, described the success they were ';<tvlng there ln marriage coun.•
sellng with nonprofessional workers trained two evenings a week for some 15

months on an experientially--ased model.

They had been carefully selected

for the possession of the baste qualities Rogers had postulated as vital for
positive eftectlveness. and for the ability to form satisfactory relatlonahl
Their resulting counseling efforts were proving outstanding when compared
with those of professionals ln the field.
Equally encouraging reports have been appearing on the effectiveness
of NDEA Institutes and other short, intensive courses, many of them built
round these core condl tl ons and expert en tlal ln methodology (e.g. Demos,

1964; Demos & zawaylif, 1963; Hansen & Barker, 1964; Munger & Johnson, 1960;
Webb & Harris, 1963).

More systema.tl c studies (Martin & Carkhuff, 1968; Berenson, C&rk•
huff & Myrus, 1966) have demonstrated the greater effectiveness of groups
trained ln this way compared wt th those trat:..1cd in the •re old-fashioned
model; and ln the tatter study, aimed at training prospective undergraduate
dormitory counselors, the fact that the training was focused on the person
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change rather than theoretical knowledge about counseling waa underlined by
incorporation of a Group Therapy e:xperience for the train••• in the total
program.
In conclusion. then• it has bean shown that by a concentration on the
development of these core condltiona and the abillty to make helpful inter•
personal relationships. and that by stressing the experiential rather than
the theoretl cal

and

seeking to 'bring about certain personalt ty changes in

the trainee. persons with certain baste qualities can be trained ln a relatively short time, evtll\ without any background ln psychology, to produce
results In counseling equal to those of the professional.

§wnmaa
The Ideas and findings of this section can be summarized in a
series of statements:
1.

Counseling and psychotherapy are basically interpersonal processes,
wherein the effect ls produced through an interaction between counselor
and

cllent.

2.

eounseUng, as currently practiced, can be both helpful and harmful.

3.

It ls possible to identify certain dimensions of the process which If
present to a high degree lead to constructive peraonaUty change, and l f

present to a low degree lead to the deterioration of the person seeking
help.
4.

Three of these conditions that seem essential and to be shared by atl
effective interpersonal processes, are accurate empathy, nonpossesslve
warmth and genuineness.

5.

The presence and effectiveness of such condltions depends mainly on
the counselor.

6.

Constructive parsonallty change In the cllent seems to follow on his
degree of self-exploration; and this ls a function of the level of the
core conditions of empathy. warmth and genuineness offered by the counselor.

The personaUty of the counselor, therefore. eapeclally hls

abttl ty to form helping relattonshlps ln which he can oommunt cate these
qualities, ls crucial to the counseling relationship.
7.

Techniques are valuable, not ln thenaselves, but largely as a means of
communicating these qualities ln the relatlonshtp.

a.

These qualities can be developed by tralnlng ln some people but not in
all.

This should be taken into account ln the selection of counselor

trainees.
9.

Training programs of an integrated dtdactlc-axperlentlal nature exlat
and have proved their effectiveness ln the training of counselors rich
ln these qualities.

10.

such training alms more at the shaping of the trainee's personaltty and
personal characteristics than at the inculcation of theoretical know.
ledge or psychologl cal background.

The success of lay oounaeling pro-

grams built on this model suggests that little knowledge of theory or of
psychology ls really necessary In one who can be trained to function
almost as well, lf not aa well, as a professional counselor.
11.

thls personality enrichment of the trainee ls stimulated by the provision
of a leamlng experience that ls quasi-therapeutic and provides him wlth
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a living model of the condltlons he ls seekln.g to develop, In the person
of the teacher

who wf 11

be successful only l f he communl ca tea a hl gh

level of these condttlona ln hta relationship with the trainees.
12.

In the context of such a non-threatening leamtng atmosphere, lt has
proved possible to train cotmaelors to Identify tn others and develop ln
themselves. high degrees of these quaU ti ea and to supply them ln lnter-

personal encotmters wt th cllents.
}mRllcattons for Pastoral Training of Priests
"Such programs simply try to prepare people to help people.n
huff 9 1968).

(Cark·

The capacity to give affective help ls not the monopoly of the

psychotherapist or the counselor.

Shortly after proposing hla thesls 9 Rogers

(1958) went to considerable lengths to explain that these same conditions
were crucial to all helping relatlonshlps--parent-child 9 teacher-pupil•
physlclan-pattent 9 admtnistrator-staff 9 etc.

He defined his concept of a

helping relationship as one
ln which at least one of the parties has the intent of promoting the
growth. development 9 maturity. improved funotlonlng 9 Improved coping
with life of the other. The other 9 in thta sen••• may be one lndlvidual or a group. to put it in another way 9 a helping relationship
might be defined as one In which one of the participants Intends that
there should come about 9 In one or both parties. more appreciation of 9
more expression of, more fundamental use of the latent inner resources
of the lndlvtdual.
This could almost be a footnote commenting on the state111ent of the Jl!eree on
the Mlnlstrx a;gd Life of Priests that a priest's work will be fruitless unless he can educate men In the attainment of Christian maturl ty.
1966, 544).

(Abbott,

The same point was underlined by Gendlln in his assessment of

the social slgnlflcance of the Wisconsin research:
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The essential variables apply to alt Interpersonal sltuatlons of any
sort, for example to normal work settings, family life, classroom
situations, etc•••••
We are beglnnlng to show, as R.ogers (1957, 1959) hypothesized, that
genuineness, empathy, and unconditional regard are hlgh ln successful
roommates, teachers and mothers, as well aa ln group (Truax, 1961) and
ward therapists. If you consider what these "conditions" are, you can
see why they are appU cable to all lnterp~rsonal al tuatlons; the "con•
dltlons" are fundamental attitudes of one person to another. They
define a quality possible In any personal interaction.... Given the
different behaviors appropriate to different situations, the same
fundamental attitudes determine whether there ls a therapeutic quality
in the interaction. (Rogers, (ea.), 1967, 523)
Alt this applies apeclflcatly to the priest.

Hls role ls different

from that of the teacher, the mental health aide, the social worker and other

helping persons.
spirt tual.

ffls contrl butlon ls something unique and ta fundamentally

But 1 t is as a human being that he ls approached, and whether

he can establish communication that vill enable an interchange to be effec•
tad on either the natural or the supematural level will be dependent on
these human qualities of relating.

Ria ts essentially a helping relation-

shlp; and as such, if there la vaUdlty in the studies and conclustons we
have been considering, it must come under the conditions that make all such
relationships helpful or harmful.
Helpful or harmful....

This fact must be faced, if these research

findings are valid: like the therapist, if he offers only low levels of
empathy, warmth and genuineness to those who come to him, not only wi 11 the
priest not help them, but he will probably leave them worse off than l f they

had not approached him at all.
There ls an urgency, therefore, about trying to help him to culti·
vate these qualities.

This urgency is intensified If we think that the type

of priest demanded by today's world is that sketched in Chapter I above.
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As a pastor he will make li l:tle 1mpaot lf he ls authori tartan or remote,
or impersonal or so busy with organization or administration that be has

no time for the individual, no capacity to relate to hls people ln such a
way that he does not just hand out packaged solutions but helps them to a

more mature and responsible resolution of their problems ln the light of
the Gospel and the teaching of the Church.

This he will have more hope of

dolng if he can enter into their amdettes, puzzlements and suffering ln a

relationship of real understanding, caring and warmth, lf he can be open,
genuine, non•defenslve, utterly without facades or masks to shelter behind,

strong enough not to be destroyed by the pain of such helping self•glvlng.
The main thing that will be demanded of him will be that he give himself
aa a person and be capable of genuine interpersonal relatlonshlps as the maln

channel of hls pastoral effectlveness.

He vtll not be able to function

thus. if there ls any vaUdlty in these studles. unless he can produce high

levels of these baste qualities ln his relationships and a high degree of
them in his personality.
The experience of training both graduate students and lay therapists

has shown that these quaUties can be developed in a high degree, even lf
no effort ls made to give a ut.de psychological background.

It should be

perfectly possible to use the insights of this research and the training
schemes devised from it, to develop ln priests•ln•tratning these qualities,
even without attempting to tratn them as counselors.

tt vould be difficult

to Imagine any training more adapted to the development of the &tatural,
hunlatl qualities that lie at the root of all pastoral effectiveness.

This

could be done by ''borrowing", from these training schemes for therapists.
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insight, content and method and by concentrating on all the techniques used
to bulld up these quall ties in the

trainees ln an atmosphere ln whl ch they

could experience them for themaelves in their oontact wlth their teacher.
Thls has serious lmpll cations both for the concept of the teaming
experience in the seminary, and for the criteria for the selection of semi-

nary professors.

Seminary education ls of a peculiar type.

not to teach something so much as to train someone.

Its aim ls

It seeks not just the

enlargement of the content of knowledge (as ln the teaching of algebra,

tor instance) but rather the development of a helping person who needs to
grow into a warm, understanding, unselfish, outgoing, genuine human being.
These attitudes and characteristlca must be taught not just by Up service
or lectures but by non-verbal communication, by being lived and COll'lllUni•
cated by those

who

teach them.

They can be caught rather than taught.

Moat seminary tralnlng has been built around secondary faotors--the deepening
of knowledge and information•• rather than the primary ones needed for the

flowering of a helping personality: interpersonal relations, empathy• warmth
and genuineness.

These might not be esaentlal for hermits: for pastors they

are so essential that if he baa t:hea he will 1M able to de great good• and
lf lacks them he will do real harm.

The lmpllcatlon la obvious.

No anl•

nary can af.f'o.c·d too many profasaors who are experts ln their own field of
philosophy or theology but shy, inhibited men, uncomfortable wt.th their own

feelings and in.secu.t"e in their interpersonal relations.

such men could only

be carried if they were to be counterbalanced by enough who could supply

high levels of these qualities in "8 teaching situation to bring about poal•
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would always be the risk that men lacking in these qualities would be
really hindering the emergence of the pastoral personality in those they
taught, and making it more difficult for their students to develop the
ability

to

form effective helping relationships.

It would seem possible• then• to mount a pastoral course that would
seek directly to stimulate the growth of these essential pastoral qualities.
such a course might well involve:

1. A certain understanding of what was being attempted.

Thia would mean:

(a) A clear concept of the end-product •• of the personality change
aimed at and of the behavioral and atti tud1na1 quaU tlea needed

in a ''helping person".
(b) An understanding of the role of aoimaunlcatlon and of interpersonal
relations tn pastoral work.
(c) A clear notion of what is meant by accurate empathy, nonpoaaessive

warmth and genulnenea.s.
2.

Intensive practice ln the development of these qualltl•••

Thia would

include:

(a) the actual experience of these qualities in the relationsbip of the
seminarians with the teaching staff, or. at leaat. with whoever
were to teach this pastoral course.

thla would not only glve them

a model• but should give them the feel of their effeotlvenesa.
(b) Practl ce ln empathy.

For this the seminarian would have to leam

to Usten, to understand content, to pick up the feelings involved•
to communicate those feelings and their meaning accurately and
•""id t!velv

ao that the other would know that be was und41rstood.
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This would mean the fostering of the capacity to tune In to the
other's shifting emotions, to step into his ahoes and aee things ln
his way; to be able to get .. inside" the other and sense the meaning
of what he was feeltng••Wl thout being overwhe1Md by l t.
and Truax put tt (Rogers

(ed.)~

As Rogers

104)

Accurate empathy meana that the therapist ls C011Pletely at
home ln the universe of the patient. It ls a llO!Mnt•tomoment aenal tl vi ty that ls ln the "here and now", the hnedlate
present. It la the sensing of the cllent•a inner vorld of
private personal M&nlngs "•• lf'' lt were the theraplat•a own,
but without ever losing the "as if., quallty.... It la of U11lted
use to the lndl vl dual l f the therapl st only am ves at thl a ln•
sightful and empath! c mderstandlng of the pattent•s experience
aa the therapist drtvea holl4t at nlght ••••
The ability and sensitivity required to cormauntoate these
inner meanings back to the ell ent ln a way that allows these
experiences to be "b!su is the major part of accurate empathic
understanding. To sense the patient's confusion, his fear, his
anger or his rage as l f 1 t were a fee Ung you might have (but
which JOU are not currently having) la the essence of the
perceptive aspect of accurate empathy. To communicate this
perception In language attuned to the patient that allows

him more clearly to sense and formulate hls confusion, his
fear, his rage or anger ls the essence of the cormaunicative
aspect of accurate empathy. At a high level of accurate
empathy the 11essage "I am wtth you" ls unmistakably clear.
(c) The development of nonpoaseaslve warmth or uncondltlonat positive
regard.

This can certainly be greatly enhanced by training, and has

a considerable effect In human relations.

It ls rare for a person

not to answer warmth with warmth or hostility wt th hostility.

The

\1amth must be genuinely felt by the giver, or it wUl seem phony.
It must be an expression of genuine oaring about the other, a readl·

nees to accept and value him as he ls, without judging or condemning
hlm for his weakness or bis need.

-

(lbld •• p. 103:

Again to quote aogera and Truax
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It means not making judgments. It means aa much feellng of
acceptanc;c;f the client's expression of painful, hostile,
defensive or abnol'lllAl feelings as for his expression of good,
posltlve. mature feelings..... It ls a non-possessive earing
for the client as a separate person. The cUent ls thus
allowed to have hls own feelings and hls own experlenetng ••••
?bus when the therapist prizes tba cttent, and ts searchlng
for the meaning or value of his client's thoughts or be·
havtors wlthln the client, he i:loes not tend to feel a response
of approval or disapproval. H• feels an acceptance of What

!.!·····

The therapist ls not paternallatlc, or sentimental, or
superftetally aoctal and agreeable. aut his deep earing ls
a necessary ingredient ln providing a "safe" context tn whl ch
the client can Ot>me to explore himself and share deeply with
another human being.

(d) The development of the eapaclty to fon relationships tn which he
wtll manifest spontaneity, non-defensiveness, openness, genuineness,
lack of anxiety, Wl thout such genuineness a trusting retatlonshlp
can scarcely exlst.

Rogers (1962) regards lt as the meat crucial

of all the condl tlons.

It denanda conal derable strength and maturity

•• to be on good terms wlth one's own emotional experience and so to

be able to be oneself ln the relatlonshlp.

It means glvlng one1elf,

not merely playing a role or dolng one's job.

It ls the opposite

of presenting a facade, knowingly or unknowingly.

authors

(J.2!!!••

To quote the same

p. 100):

sense this quality of congruence tn everyday Ufe.
Each of us could name persons who always seem to be operating

We readily

from behind a front. who are playing a role. who tend to say
things that they do not !eel. They are exhl bl ting incongruence.
We tend not to reveal ourselves too deeply to such people. On
the other hand, each of ua knows lndlvlduals whom we somehow
trust because we sense that they are being what they are tn an
open and transparent way and that we are dealing wlththe person himself, not wtth a poUte or profession.al facade. this
ls the quaU ty of congruence••••
stnce thls concept ls Uable to mlsW\derstandlng, it may be
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well to state some of the things that it does not imply. It
does not mean that the therapist burdens his cllent with the
overt expression of all of bis feelings. It does not mean
that he blurts out impulsively anything which comes to mind.
It does not mean that the therapist discloses hts total self
to hls client. It does mean, however, that he does not deny
to himself the feelings that he ls expertencln~h and that he
ls willing t{!nspa!'!l\tlz to be any persistent feelings which
exist t.n the retatlonshlp and to let the•• be known to ht•
client tf appropriate. It means avotdlng the temptation to
present a faoact. or hide behind a mask of profeaslonaUsm or
to adopt a confesstonal-profeaatonal relationship ••••
I have let myself be a person •• real, imperfect •• in my
relationship wt th him.
(e) Research studies show that these qualt.tles can be developed by
practice.

The same program that Truax and Carkhuff (1967) have

described ln falr detail could be used almost without adaptation
for the training of priests ln these qualltl•••
3.

In our society, a man with these qualltles ls regarded as emotionally
mature, and such maturity ls essential for the
petence we have been descrlblng.

type

of pastoral com-

'the experience of small group inter-

action could help greatly toward this growth ln maturity and could well
be incorporated lnto the training.

This experience could also be an

lntroductton to a learning technique that offers much scope ln pastoral
deallngs
4.

''i th others.

some tratnlng in counseling techniques •• what curran (1968) would call
"The Skilled Response" as distinct from "The Understanding Heart" on

which we have been concentrating so far •• while not absolutely essentta
would be invaluable as a means of helping the pastor to communicate mora
competently, act wl th greater setf-confldence and assurance, and mantfes
the helping qualities that underlie his pastoral effectiveness.

The
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primary alm of thls tratnlng would be not to turn out professional coun•
selors but person•orlented prlests.
How many qualities are common to both!

In the quotattons above, If

the word "therapist" were to be changed to "priest" or "pastor", what an
excellent description they would afford of the qualities that seem to be
envlsaged In the Image presented by the Oocu.nts of Vatican II.

What could

be more true of the priest than this commentary of Rogers (Rogers (ed.),

1967, 520) on the therapist:

All are, I believe, ln agreement that lt la what (he) la spontaneous,
real, genuine, drawing upon the experlenee of the lll01Dent, that he
la moat effective. It ta when (he) ta reacting ln a stereotyped,
wooden, constrained way, that he ls likely to be lneffectlve. The
difficulty in being hiuelf in the moment ls amply demonatrated by
by what are perceived as frequent failures In this respect. Yet all
would agree that this spontaneous realness ls the goal.
As

Carkhuff has pointed out, the atm of training la to give the

trainees "a chance to be their moat open and flexible facllltatlva selves"
(1966)' and one

can be truly optimlstto, for "the overwhelming preponder-

ance of aysteutic evidence available today indicates that the primary
conditions of effective treatment are condltlona which minimally trained

-

non-professional persons can provide." (lbld.)
If such training were provided, the semlnarist would find that he

was leaming most about hlmself••not acquiring a vocabulary or a tecmtque,
but becoming an integrated, mature personaltty, secure enough to give him-

salt to others.

He

would be able to profit more by the rest of hls tralnlng

as he would have teamed to be comfortable with his own feelings and to
accept some degree of frl ctlon and confrontation (such aa he can hardly
hope to avoid completely, but ao often would seek to evade) not as a threat

10
so much as a condition for growth.
such training would help him to grow in maturity.
only

COlle

Maturity can

through deep and healthy relationships wt th others; and this

training would tend to make the seminary itself into a form of human retations laboratory eonducive to growth, and
ln interpersonal relating.

pr.ovt~e

a constructive experience

As it la, lt would not be unduly critical to

suggest that the bullt•in danger of seminary Ufe ts th.e development of
emotional tmmaturt ty and the protraction of adolescence, so that later, the

exposure to the harsh reaU ties of Uvlng ls often found to be disturbing
and unbalancing.

this sort of program could supply a useful antidote.

To some degree, too, such a program would encourage the good quali•
ties Wauck (19S6) and others have found common in the well-adjusted semi•

narian: "superior ln intelligence, strongly interested tn people and ideas,
tending to normal anxiety, but with good emotional control", and offer an
antidote for his weaknesses; and the

••~inartan

would find that in devel•

oping his capacity for openness with others, he was becoming more capable
of openness to God.

As a distinguished priest-counselor has written

(Kennedy, 1963):
It ta the frequent coment of priests and seminarians who participate
in counseling training that the experience enables th811 to grasp more
fully the meaning of Ctu1.stlan love. They deepen their appreclatlon
of what persons are like and begin to understand the concrete, exls•
tential deunds of the great commandment of God
••the love, not only of the neighbour, but of God.

Finally, such a program could lead to a new concept of a priest's
actlvltles and of the rlch possibilities opened up for hlm as a pastoral
priest.

In an inspiring article CUrran (1968a) has reflected on what this
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sort of attitude could mean in terms of the sacrament of Penance.

A simi-

lar approach from a priest endowed wlth these gifts of empathy. warmth
and genuineness could leaJ to the communlcatlon of the rich meaningfulness
available ln all the sacraments and simply uaitlng to be unfolded.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY
This thesis springs from the convt ctton, touched on ln the Introduction, that the type of priest envisaged ln the Insights of the rathers
of the Vatican Counctl and ln such modern writing and extstentlal seeking
ls essentially one who is person-oriented rather than "thing" oriented,

who, even Inside the structures of the Instltutton, wlll be able to give
himself ln a 11tOre personal way through human relattonshlps that 1lt11 form
the vehicle for the supernatural and a channel for his effectiveness.

Hts

service must be primarily personal, the giving of what curran would call nan
understanding heart''• rather than l1111>ersonal • the providing of schools,
servl ces, effl cl ency •• things.

Inst de that, he

1llUSt be

warmly human and a

helping person.
The body of the study consists of an effort to drav some Insights
Into the training of such a pastoral personality from the experience of
modern psychology, which faces a stmltar problem of tralnlng the therapist,
the mental health worker, etc.
Two models were sampled: first, three pastoral programs that turn
round the development of mental health competence and make considerable use
of psychology.

The Loyola Project concentrates malnly on mental health

tralnlng; the othGr tvo. notably the recol'll!llendatlons recently made to the
Consultative Committee of the British Council of Churches on Theological
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training• go far beyond

~ere

mental health training and are rich ln ideas.

They are certainly capable of developing a pastoral spirit and pastoral
attitudes and competence.

On the negative side, there would seem to be

certain dangers inherent ln such schemes: of adding another rather academic
course to an already-overcrowded syllabus, of an over•coneentratlon on
psychology. of risking turning the priest into an araateur psychiatrist or
social worker rather than a pastor, and, above all, of the priest finding
hi• Identity not so much In hls essential role as a priest as in a peripheral

role as a social worker or a mental health worker.
A second model was sought in the conclusions emerging from various
speculative and empirical studies lnto the nature of the therapeutic re•
lationship and the source of it• effectiveness, and th• lmpllcatlons of such
conclusions for the tralntng of therapists.

It was shown that there ls good

ground for holding that at the heart of the success of therapy lies the
interpersonal relationship between therapist and patient, and that the
effectiveness of this ls dependent largely on the provlslon by the therapist
of an adequate level of accurate eapathy, nonpossessive warmth and genuine-

ness.

As these same qualities would seem to lle at the heart of other

helping relationships. and make them either effective or even damaging if
these conditions are not there ln a sufficient degree, the ability to
provide such conditions would seem to be essential to the pastoral efficacy
of the priest.
can they be taught?

An examlnatlon of the ldeas and practical

schemes for training therapists in these qualities that have emerged from
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the research on the facilitating conditions first at Wisconsin and then ln
Kentucky, Arkansas, a.11d elsewhere, and owing much of their effectiveness
to Truax and Carkhuff, suggests that they could be adapted easily to the
training of priests.

There could be an almost direct concentration on the

development of these "pastoral'' personality •!haracterlstt cs even wt thout
the need to teach much extra psychology, or• for th•t matter• even wt thout

attempting to train counselors; and actual training ln counseling could
add even more to competence by devetoptng added skills ln communicating
these eondltlons.

A sul1t1ft4ry of the training eoheme was gpetled out and some

application to priestly tralnlng was touched on.

It ls hoped that a priest

given the advantage of such progr•'llS during hls tater seminary years would
be more pastoral ln hls approaches• more personal ln hls deatlngs, more
undarstandlng 1 warm, empathic, genuine in hts relattonshlps 1 and more ade·
quately prepared for his role as pastor.
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